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SGA President Speaks to Trustees | SGA Considers
Paying Its Officers

Abi Moldover

Goldstein addresses the crowd.
EVAN NORRIS
NEWS EDITOR

President of the SGA Isaac
Goldstein '05 delivered a "State
of Student Affairs" address to
trustees assembled in the Grand
Admission Room last Saturday
morning. Goldstein elaborated
on the issues SGA had tackled
over the last semester and then
opened the floor to questions

from the trustees.
Goldstein began his speech
with a focus on the profile of
SGA and how he feels it has
improved from last year. "In the
past," said Goldstein, "it has
been difficult to say exactly what
Student
Government had
achieved over the year, and SGA
had been an activity for either
reluctant leaders or students
interested in stuffing their
resumes."
The 2004-05 year was different, Goldstein assured the
trustees. Citing higher voter
turnout and increased competition among First-years for
Senate spots, Goldstein made it
clear that SGA is becoming a
more visible institution. From
student opinion, however, it
remains unclear whether that
increased visibility has inspired
more faith in the Senate or more
contempt.
Goldstein then moved on to

Spring Musical Deals
With Love, Friendship

one of the more contentious topics on campus today: mixed dormitories. While Goldstein is in
favor of the move to integrate
dorms, he articulated a widespread disdain for the idea.
Freshman class President and
Senator Andrew Pedro has recently passed a resolution through
SGA that requests a referendum
attached to the spring election
that would put the decision to
integrate dorms into the students'
hands. Even if the referendum is
passed by the student body, it may
still be rejected by the college
administration.
A third issue to which SGA
has devoted itself for more than a
semester, according to Goldstein,
is Greek Life. "The issue [of sexual assault] has sparked significant anti-Greek sentiment among
the students, which, for good or
bad, has raised the question of
whether Greek organizations
enhance or take away from life at
Trinity," said Goldstein.
He went further, describing to
the trustees the SGA debate on
the issue of AD and whether it
should be abolished from the
campus. The SGA stopped short
of removing AD, but did vote to
absorb the Inter-Greek Council
see GOLDSTEIN on page 9

ANDREW AYDIN
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

need the workstudy, getting a
few extra dollars for doing the
SGA
President
Isaac important work of representing
Goldstein '05 announced, in a students would encourage more
posting on the Daily Jolt, his people
to run," posted
intention to pass a referendum to Goldstein.
pay Executive SGA members
His plan would "include a
$500 - $750 per semester. "In a $750 per semester stipend for

Abi Moldover

SGA considers holding a referendum that would pay its officers.
sense, it is a form of socio-economic discrimination that students
without
workstudy
requirements have more time to
run for student government positions.
And for those who don't

the President and Vice-President
of Finance, as well as a $500 per
semester stipend for the
Executive Vice-President and
the
Vice-President
of
see STIPENDS on page 7

Fashion Show Is a Huge Success
power went out.
Nevertheless, Lindsey Moore
As of Friday afternoon, '06 and Annie Chapman '06, coeverything was in order for the President and Vice-President,
Fair Trade fashion show and respectively,
of Amnesty
silent auction organized by International at Trinity, both of
Trinity's chapter of Amnesty whom devoted countless hours to
International. The ever-popular the planning of this event,
Greg Mayo Band was booked to resolved to make the show work
perform, a DJ had been hired, for the sake of the cause. The
thousands of dollars worth of clothes up for auction in the fashclothes had been donated to be ion show were produced by
modeled and auctioned, and $800 designers and craftspeople who
had been spent on spotlights to actively participate in Fair Trade.
illuminate the runway. Then the
According to the Federation
JENNY DUNN
SENIOR EDITOR

Allie Byrne leading his actors through a scene.

encompasses most of the play.
Suddenly the stage is transThis past week the Trinity formed, and the chairs that
College Department of Music seemed to be randomly strewn
presented the Connecticut pre- about become the seats on Affie's
miere of Terrence McNally's A bus, which inexplicably contains
Man of No Importance. The play nearly his entire crew of regular
focused on the life of Alfie Byrne, actors, shortly before his decision
played by James Bisbee '05, who to attempt to put on Salome. As
was the conductor of a Dublin bus the play progresses, the bus
and an amateur theater director. becomes a familiar scene, and
The show derived its name from whenever the chairs are arranged
the fact that Alfie, unlike the cen- into neat lines the audience
tral figures in the plays he sought becomes aware that the action is
to put on, was himself a man from once again back in that setting.
a modest background who had no Scenic minimalism ran throughparticular importance to anyone out the show — scene changes
outside his immediate circle of often consisted of merely rearfriends and family.
ranging chairs, or sliding a single
" Although the audience may piece of furniture onto stage - yet
not immediately realize it, the the audience was never confused
play opens in media res with the by the fluidity of the setting.
cancellation of Alfie's production
The second musical number,
of Oscar Wilde's Salome due to performed by Alfie's sister Lily,
its "immoral" nature. Most of the who was played by Laura King
rest of the show's cast then make '07, was stylistically and thematiJenny Dunn
an appearance and perform the cally one of the most important of
play's title number, which then
A few of the fashion show
leads into the flashback that
models dance to Greg Mayo.
see MAN on page 17
ERIC DAUCHER
ARTS EDITOR

website, www.fairtradefedera•tion.org, "Fair Trade means an
equitable and fair partnership
between marketers in North
America and producers in Asia,
Africa, Latin America, and other
parts of the world.
A fair trade partnership works
to provide low-income artisans
and farmers with a living wage
for their work."
The issue of Fair Trade is
especially important to Moore,
see FASHION on page 12
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Enjoy Time at Trinity While Still Possible
To the Editor:
Just wanted to say I fully
agree with this week's editorial.
Take advantage of the amazing
environment you are in while you
still can. Despite, perhaps, being
sick of Camp after four years, you

William C. Yang '06

Eliza K. Sayward '05
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have no idea how quickly you
will want to return. Enjoy all
Trinity has to offer aesthetically
and intellectually. Good luck!
Cheers,
Michael B. Pollack '02

Maggie Downing '05 Joanna Hecht '07

Telemarketers Bombarding Other Schools
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Last Friday night Trinity experienced a roughly three-hour blackout
on the north side of campus. Since the blackout occurred in an area heavily
populated by seniors, those under pressure to work on their theses or final
projects had to seek elsewhere to study. A logical assumption would be the
library. I normally avoid the library when I have big projects to work on
because having to drag my computer, notebook and books there is a hassle
and normally my dorm room is just as quiet and conducive to studying.
However, given that I couldn't see anything roughly 30 minutes after
the power went out, I decided to relocate to the 24-hour zone and really get
some work done. I was actually glad since weekend nights are pretty distracting with the sounds of people screaming and breaking bottles every five
minutes after ten p.m.
After a couple hours of writing in the library basement, I was unpleasantly reminded of the fact that the library, even the falsely named 24-hour
zone, closes at ten on Friday and Saturday night. After talking with the other,
equally frustrated students, I decided to approach the attendant and find out
what the logic was behind closing the 24-hour zone at ten.
I was very surprised to learn that the attendant was also frustrated at
the library closing at ten because several students, himself included, had previously complained. In fact, in an editorial written last semester, this very
issued had been mentioned as one of the reasons supporting Trinity's need for
a student social center.
Given the fact that we are an academic institution, it would seem that
students expressing a desire to have a place for quiet studying would be celebrated or at least remedied. I understand that the school is going through a
budget crisis, and am perfectly willing to make sacrifices for the benefit of
Trinity's future. However, it would seem that the cost of allowing a portion
of the library, even simply the basement section of the 24-hour zone, to
remain open on Friday and Saturday nights, would be a worthwhile and valuable investment.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn.
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I wanted to personally thank
Scott Baumgartner and The
Trinity Tripod for the article
titled:
Do-Not-Call
List
Necessary: Telemarketers
Impede Personal Safety and Take
Over Caller ID, published on
Dec. 7,2004. Thank you Scott for
writing this article, and the Tripod
for publishing it.
I have recently been getting 34 calls from these two numbers
on my college phone here in
Southeast Missouri. I did a
Goggle search on the phone num-

ber, and it led me to your website
with the article that Scott wrote.
I have received calls from both
numbers listed, and haven't
answered any of them, I bet I've
gotten about 40 calls from them
in the last couple of months since
the spring semester started. Now
I know for sure not to answer the
phone. At least I won't have to
put up with this annoyance too
much longer, I graduate with my
B.S. in Poly-Sci this May.
Thanks again,
Kaleb Johnson

Papal Legacy Mix
of Good, Negative
when it comes to sex education,
contraceptives or abortion, all
The Pope is dead. But, at three of which the Pope veheleast we can revel hi the Fox mently opposed. Condoms have
News shots of Rome that have been shown to successfully prebeen broadcast 24 hours a day for vent the transmission of HIV, but
the last week. When I watch, I apparently that isn't humanitarian
like to pretend the Pope did all of enough. Instead, we shouldn't
JAMES STEVENS
OPINIONS WRITER

... I like to pretend the Pope did all the
great things the right-wing media says he
did
the great things the right-wing
media says he did. My personal
favorite is pretending the Pope
was actually cognizant for the last
few years. Sorry, that wasn't
right. No, instead let's pretend
two things: The Pope was a
humanitarian and the Pope and
George W. Bush really mean it
when they talk about a "culture of
life." Also, for the sake of this
article, I'm going to pretend I
won't go to hell for writing it.
The Pope was a humanitarian.
He ended communism in Poland
and helped institute a government
that is very lenient and allows its
citizens.a great deal of personal
freedom. Except, of course,

allow people to have safe sex,
plan pregnancies and generally
lead happier, healthier lives. The
Pope actually toured Africa while
denouncing the use of contraceptives.
Apparently he didn't realize
that a huge number of people in
Africa have HTV and that a large
percent of these people are children who were born with the disease. Could it be that the Pope is
only concerned about American
and European fetuses and not
African children? Remember,
thou shalt not kill, but thou shall
spread harmful health practices, to
see BUSH'S on page 4
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As if senioritis wasn't bad enough, now PT has the beautiful
weather to distract PT from homework. PT's sporting a sexy
farmer's burn as a result of too many barbecues on the quad.
VT
resisted the urge to run
Blackout on Vernon Street...
naked
^^S^ the halls.
even before the alcohol con- 4 t
Until the alcohol consumpsumption started.
:
tionstarted.

The Tripod printed a piece
of actual news last week.

TCAG wasn't too happy.
PT says, "whoops."

TCAC officially announces
If TCAG wants to keep it
that Fabolous. Rjpel Big Fish,
under wraps, PT- suggests
, and HojvieJJay will be. here. A. 1 : members stay sober until
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Sex Assault Event! Feminism is
Reveals Apathy
MAGGIE DOWNING
OPINIONS EDITOR

I don't hate men. I don't burn
my bras. I don't spell it "womyn."
SCOTT BAUHGARTNER
sponsors can't be faulted in any I am a feminist, and I am sick and
ONLINE EDITOR
way for this. "Take Back the tired of the funny looks I get
It seems to me that those who Night" was advertised every- when I say that. Feminism carries
wanted to "Take Back the Night" where •-• on the Exchange, a broad range of implications in
last Tuesday, April 5, could have through posters, flyers, and other our society, and even more so, I
just asked nicely for it and had no means. The program was put think, on this campus.
problems. As with many impor- together well; all of those who
The basic idea at the root of
feminism is that women are equal
...the program, unfortunately, served to
to men. Or as Cheris Kramarae
and Paula Treichler so succinctly
highlight the apathy and disengagement of
put it, it is "the radical notion that
the student body.
women are people." How is it that
in the 21st century in a society
tant events on campus, I found spoke had something important that considers itself so . farmyself disappointed with the and relevant to say. But still, that advanced we are still struggling
number of students present. The can't help the fact that the people with this seemingly simple idea?
Cave patio was not even half full who showed up to "Take Back the
I grew up with three brothers
and the program, unfortunately, Night" were only those involved and since I was the only girl, my
served t6~ highlight the apathy and in the organizations that spon- mother's mantra to me as a child
disengagement of the student sored the activity: the President's was "girls can do anything boys
body.
Sexual Assault Committee, Inter- can do." I made the boys play
Greek
Council, TCERT, the house with me and I played with 'i
Seriously, I feel like I'm
Quest
Program,.
Pi Kappa Alpha, G.I. Joes with them, it was an
repeating myself, probably
because I am. I've written about EROS, Water Polo, Zeta Omega even trade. And despite the arguthe same sort of thing before, and Eta, Women's Rugby, Kappa ments they, have with me just to
make me mad I know that those
three
young men also believe that
The program was put together well; all
mantra. I want to thank my mothof those who spolce had something imporer for instilling that confidence in
tant and relevant to say.
me; it is what gives me the
courage to continue to fight for
it seems like as much as I hate to Kappa Gamma, the Sexual women's rights today.
As a member of the privileged
admit it, nothing has changed in Assault Response Team, the
my two years here. The people Women's Center andSafewalks. class it is easy to say, "look how
that I saw at "Take Back the Not even the promise of refresh- far we've come" and think of the
feminist movement as something
Night" were the same people I see ments brought people out.
at every event - the ones that give
At least the organizations in the past, a battle that has been
a damn. The speakers were, then, made their presence public fought and won. But upon closer
preaching to the choir.
knowledge - there were at least inspection, or any inspection really, it is clear that true equality is
I should say that the Women's
still an unattained and far-off
Center and the program's other
see TAKE on page 5
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•ly Equality

goal.
The feminist movement has
undergone many changes from
women's suffrage starting in 1848
to apart of the Civil Rights movement in the sixties and seventies
to its modern inception with a

Equality under the law and equal
treatment are another issue altogether.
I find it frightening and maddening that in a country that considers itself the most "civilized"
in the world we still allow half the

I find it frightening and maddening that
... we still allow half the population to be
underpaid and mistreated...
focus on individual empower- population to be underpaid and
ment.
mistreated based solely on its
There are two ways to think gender.
about the concept of gender
The root of this problem, as I
equality. On one hand, the basic see it, lies in the cultural concepts
differences that divide our species of gender that we force upon peointo male and female will always ple from even before birth. Think
create an undeniable opposition. of your first reaction when you
This is a fact, but it is not neces- see an infant, the first question
sarily a bad thing; after all, it is asked is almost always "what is
what allows the species to fulfill
our natural desire to reproduce.
see WOMEN'S on page 5

Senate Minority
Rights atRisk
JOANNA HECHT
OPINIONS EDITOR

The Republican majority in
the Senate, unhappy with the
minority party's success in
attempting to block President
Bush's judicial nominations in his
first term, is considering changes
to Senate rules to make it more
difficult for Democrats to interfere with the will of the majority.
On the surface, this makes a
lot of sense; after all, the concept
that the majority rules is a basic
tenant of democracy. It is, however, equally important to protect
against the tyranny of the majority; if all decisions could be made

tells anecdotes about his family
until he collapses from exhaustion. In reality, much of the time
is taken up with insistence on following mundane procedural matters that are otherwise skipped
over. It takes 60 votes to end a filibuster, after which debate must
still continue for an additional 30
hours.
This method can be used to
stall any legislation, though the
threat of it is used more commonly than its actual implementation.
It ensures that the majority part}'
at least considers the other side's
point of view before making decisions that reflect only their own

... if all decisions could be made by a
simple majority, the minority party might
as well pack up and go home.
by a simple majority, the minority
party might as well pack up and
go home. The Senate rules protect
against this through the use of the
filibuster, a funny-sounding word
and a great concept. The filibuster's basic precept is that
every senator has the right to be
heard on an issue he or she finds
important, and it is contrary to the
concept of meaningful debate to
shut him or her up before he or
she has had the opportunity to be
heard. In practice, one Senator
can shut down, or significantly
binder the business of the Senate.
The classic image of the filibuster
is showcased in the film Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington, in
which one determined man stands
up and quotes from the Bible and

interests. It also guarantees that
the individual Senator is important; displeasing one member of
the body can set its business back
days.
If the Senate decides to compromise such individual rights in
one particular instance, the area
of judicial appointments, it sets a
dangerous precedent for the
future of the body as a place
where the will of the minority is
considered. This is a slippery
slope; though certain types of legislation are already excluded from
filibuster, the exceptions are for
matters that must be dealt with so
that the government may continue
to function. The government will
see FILIBUSTER on page 5
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by ion Bach
Jan Bach is a 27 year old Eartfor4 resident who has
served 35 tnatttks in. a succession of federal prisons for war
resistance.
to war, wrote Aeschylus, the first casualty Is truth • Sanity
and humanity — these sre what follow. Then come the
children.
On Monday, .27 January 1375, this nation celebrated the
second year of peace in a war which hasn't heard that news.
It rages on, the weight of 25 years of death upon it, and
decimates everything, both flesh and hops, that gets in Its
way. This country continues to fuel that conflagration in
peace as it has done in war for the past two decades. There
were many victims In that war; there are just as many
victims in that peace. Our ground troops were withdrawn in
favor oi the more efficient automated battlefield and the
more expendable Vietnamese. Our money ar.d our
technology and our puppet stayed, and the daily death toll
• stayed, all Intact.
Truth was the first casualty; its slaughter continues,-both
cause and affect of the'contlnuiag war. The Big Lie came in
with Kennedy. The'Pentagcm.Papers have brought us up to
date, supplying all the names and places and details assassinations, the .complicity, cheapness of life, contempt
for the.American public -- ail the news eventually deigned
"fit to print" which was Ignored-for so long, and today is
ignored again, a horrible past revisited.
Language was .murdered soon after truth. Mercenaries
were called- military advisors. .Liberation struggles were
called insurgency. Foreign intervention was called
defending freedom. The rape of an entire culture was called
winning hearts and minds. Monsterousiy vindictive
retaliation was called • protective reaction. Forced •
relocation and death-«arnps were csfSed strategic hamlets.
Unprovoked aeria! bombardments were called preemptive
strikes. Barbarous crimes against humanity were called
reality. Genocide was called policy. The land of the burning
children was called Vietnam.
Truth and language dead, the next casualties were our
sanity and humanity. The insane became She definers of
sanity -- Lyndon Jatosoa told us. Abnormality became the
norm'--the Pentagon told us. Ar«dour humanity was folded.
spindled, and manipulated by a teehnoiogy gone rasd arid
by !he principalities at the controls, Wesaw the daily body
count, like ixtxscores on the sports fwgef we all lost friends.
We knew about antipersonel weapons; Honeywell's legacy,
new and Improved with plastic pellets to better elude x rays
&nd treatment. We heard; new words Bte ecocide: the use of

herbicides and defaBants to attack the foundations of life
producing sterile land, mass stareattas, genetic iaflrmiyes
and stillbirths. Oonditioas to spread malaria were j>tkposely' created. On the birthdate of Christ we stayed the"
most intensive bombing forays is the'history of the world,
prograraned'Si^ifieaUy at hospitals, orphanages, schools,
and workers* quarters ~ designed to convince our elites to
negatiate. Indochina was ased as a testing ground for new
weapons conceived to permanently maim and not kill,
development; of torture techniques, chemicals and bacteria,
napalm and white phosphorus. The American Goerlag was
awarded the Nebe! Pesee Prize. And we watched, as
spectators aud participants, the inexorable dissolution of
S8nity~aiid finmaraty.
Sanity and humanity perverted and dead, the next
casualties were the children. .
Our judgment willfeereserved for those we've reduced to

Bush's "Culture of life

1

Along me -Long Walk.

In Conflict with Pope's
continued from page 2
as many poverty-stricken countries as possible.
If the Pope was a humanitarian, that
must mean he treated all humans with a
certain amount of decency and respect.
Well, that is unless you consider gay people
humans. Calling two people who enter into
respectful, loving relationships "evil" is, by
the Pope's standards, pretty accommodating. At least he didn't come out and call
any of the Catholic Priests who sexually
assaulted children evil because that would

da <p*t tfaak o^ t&e

the same "culture of life." The Pope, on the
one hand, is all for a "culture of life" where
you can't have gay sex, contraceptives and
priests won't get in trouble for touching
you in weird places, but those fetuses and
criminals must be allowed to live. W, on
the other hand, is definitely all for killing
criminals, Iraqis and pretty much whoever
else stands in his way, but really wished
Terry Schiavo could still be lying in a hospital brain dead. The message? Vegetables
and a collection of 32 cells within a uterus
are more valuable than riving people,

I don t know who Howie D a y is, I ve
never heard a single song- by Reel B i g - ; .
Jfisn, and xaoolous is interesting-.
VV natever, we re all going- to be I ed up
anyway.
— Danai Pointer oj
I like xaoolous and Howie D a y but J_
wisn mere "were more big- rock bands, tney
always seem to nave nip-nop and rap.
— Ali Hicks 'o5

Remember, thou shalt not kill, but thou shall spread
harmful health practices to as many poverty-stricken
countries as possible.
have been a little bit too much, even for the
Pope. Instead, he and his organization
have worked hard to make sure the humanitarian act of covering up sex crimes was
undertaken in a zealous manner.
Remember, when a Priest commits a crime,
he should be protected. Sounds pretty
humanitarian to me. What about the victims? It would be pretty humanitarian to

Xne point of tne Spring- \Veekend bands is
to be more entertaining- than Current. S o I
think something like XCeel Big- xisn is something* that people can rock out to, it s high
energy.
— D a n Cote o6~

how's that for a "culture of life"?
Personally, I'd like to take the best
parts of the "culture of life" and combine
them. Someday, we'll live in a world
where the only form of appropriate sexual
contact is molestation, we can shoot third
world communists whenever we'd like and
our brain dead relatives will be able to
drive their own cars as long as they're

" I ' m happy, I think it's a good range of
artists. I ' m happy that it's Fabolous."
— Erik H o l m 08 and Justin Leake 08

Enough about the Pope, he wasn't all bad... Yup,
that's right, George W. Bush and the Pope don't actually agree on the same "culture of life."
silence them, and then only apologize after
political pressure has built up for years and
years.
Enough about the Pope, he wasn't all
bad. He did oppose the War in Iraq and the
death penalty. Yup, that's right, George W.
Bush and the Pope don't actually agree on

aimed at abortion clinics. I know, it seems
crazy to imagine that sort of world, but if
we spin all of the Pope's positive qualities,
cover up all of the bad things he allowed or
promoted and then throw in a little of W's
"culture of life" into the mix, we just might
get

there,

•

;;

• •".. • - ' : :

•

•- ••:•••••:

victims. Never has sach a country had so many. Never have
so many citi2<s«s had to deal with the moral consequences of
genocide. Richard Nixera will be known as oae of the three
major war criminals of this century. Gerald Ford has made
no changes. Massive starvation, intensified fighting,
hsaadreds of thousands of political prisoners, the assault
upon humanity are. this country's.responsibility. Oalytsow
' weeaMit"peaee"ardihenitisi»nttat. *
The scope of victims is compounded daily-. Statistical
contagion. Further down the list come'the Ifletaam Vets
who retarned with nightmares or twth addictions and who
couldn't receive treatment, He- unemployed, the-widowed,
the exHes: all-victims of the same-process, t h e inflation
• rate, thedisenfraneMsemstt, the cynicism: all by-products
of this war and this peace. Hie only winners were the
politicians or businessmen who became more power!ul of
«iors wealthy.
To complement the peace tttere would have to be an
amnesty. For isany of us the proffer of amnesty had a
cheap and hollow ring to it. The country was trafficking
-heavily in amnesia, a deadly effort to not remember, aaa
amnesty would be' decreed only .to ftose- -wiio agreed to
- forget: fevget about t&e last 25 years of war, forget the -war
continues, forget .ear culpability. Amnesty for • those w*««
ajp-eed to resist no longer,
• . 1- .' '
• Wre there was a great and sad corollary to the war itself.
.Words, again, "would Sake on aew meanings, As .war would
be called "peace," retrflHitsan and extracted obedience
wav&$ be called "amnesty." For those fadocMaesCwilling
to forget and cease all resistance, there would be&medcan"
Peace. At home, those registers willfeg to forget a»d -cease
all resistance, there would be American Amnesty, There
was a murderous rhythm to it. Noa-cooperatidn ms-iuef
with farther violence.
"
. . .•--.'.'".
What peace has become for the ladodunese, amnesty has
-become for American war registers: predicate*'' s«bserwenee-t-0 stiffle dissent "
,
.'.••'
And truth- is made a casualty. And thefosdHzaStaraof
sanity and humanity increases. And more children die. •
. But yet the times are good for tee who would redeem
them. Ifcere are those who still do resist. We are afforded
the opportunity to tell the troth, to restaxfiet sanity asd
humanity, and to save the children. Can't we begta talkmg
about such resistance and jeopardy? Can we begin fa&.sh'are
serious, open dialogue atjoat non-violence as life .style and
tactic? Can't we begin to reeognke ourselves as tartherr
andsfeters and form coiRBaanities? Can -we -- for truth, fcr
and for all O ?

I think it s a good choice for what Spring'
Weekend is all about.
.
.

— Jjecca Ohin
:

oj

Compiled by Maggie Downing
Photos by• Abi' Moldover
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Dear Jimmy

Women's Issues Still Unheard

Questions and Queries for President Jones.
LW"I Trinity ha\i- sudi a

It v.ill not siirpnst' ni> r e a d v s in
know thai I h a \ e been a'ki-d ihis
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ihv.1 truth ot the lintinual sitiu-j—r-T
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gay marriage bans or ignoring
court orders to remove displays of
the. Ten Commandments, their
rulings and actions have an enormous impact upon the work of the
legislative branch. The judicial
and legislative branches continue
to keep each other in check, with
moderation being the only thing
preventing government overhaul
every election cycle.
The point of filibuster is to
force both sides of the aisle to
find common ground through
compromise. Without filibuster,
the Senate will be much more
likely to tend towards extremes.
Because of a different set of rules,

;onil t u i t u n i

[mini •

,• ni i- i.h.u ,uch .i U a t i . ICJK ,i

ed hcie so that Iimity's, fjn.uictai Luiure wili ne radicaliv diiIcivnt liom Us past. NoQunji loss should be our goal.

Please send any questions for
, , President Jones to
irip80itrincoll.edu.

when that time comes Democrats
will take their turn abusing this
privilege, and appoint their share
of extremist judges. I'm willing
to bet that Republicans would
loathe the appointment of members of the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court to the
Supreme Court as much as Roy
Moore would be an unwelcome
appointment . from
most
Democrats' points of view.
Whether judges are overturning

the members of the minority in
the House of Representatives
have virtually no say, especially
on matters that follow party lines.
The Senate, intended to be the
more deliberative of the two bodies, must not give up one of the
few rules that can ensure that the
parties, though they may not
agree, take each other's belief
systems, policy preferences, and
valued interests into consideration.

Poor Attendance Reflects Belief That Sexual Assault is Distant

*•• ii'iih a t i a i l i i •. pl.m that will M I \ I ' I I I I H \ " S

•ii" ' • II LI > -•'— it-k- w.i\*

not shut down if extremist judges
are prevented from being appointed to federal courts. By preventing filibuster simply so that the
majority can win specific battles,
the entire purpose of the rule is
void; the minority no longer matters.
I'm not just upset about this
because I am a flaming liberal - it
would be extremely short-sighted
for conservatives to change this
rule. Like it or not, barring the
implosion of one of the two major
parties, Democrats will eventually take back control of the Senate.
It's more than just possible that

and expectations of behavior.
The reinforcement of essential
differences
becomes
an
inescapable part of our subconscious thought process and hugely impacts the way we see the
world, often without our even
realizing it.
There is no inherent attraction
in little girls towards all things
pink, that is something they learn,
hi the way that all humans learn
the unspoken rules of culture. So
foliowtng that way of thinking,
why should there be an inherent
attraction to math and science for
boys but not for girls? This simply is not logical. Any argument
for this inherent difference
ignores the silent cultural rules
that guide and define our lives.
Our culture is not something we
can escape, but it is something we
must understand when it is allowing gender to continue to divide
our world in unnecessary and
harmful ways.
There are innumerable arguments about women and the positive impact we can have on the
world if gender equality could be
achieved. I won't get into that
here, I believe that all students at
Trinity are intelligent enough to
understand that we have created
the differences that divide us, and
so it is up to us to break them
down. Only then can equality be
achieved.
Equal people deserve equal
pay for equal work. Equal people
deserve equal amounts of time,
money and effort put into
research for diseases that affect a
full half of the population. Equal
people deserve the right to make
decisions about their own bodies.
Equal people are equally qualified to work the same jobs, think
the same thoughts, raise the same
children, and occupy the same
spaces.
The war isn't over yet, and I,
for one, won't give up.

Take Back the Ni$if Ignored

r \ l!i sic \ d \ uiiciT'enl V K V 1'nMdi-nl J o \ n . h.i*

I

Filibuster Crucial
to Senate's Center

Tin not just upset about this because I
am a flaming liberal - it would be extremely
short-sighted... to change this rule.
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whereas with boys the reaction
tends to be "what a handsome little guy, he's going to grow up to
be so big." So from the very start
we force our culturally constructed gender roles onto innocent,
unexpecting children.
This process continues
throughout childhood, with messages sent through toys, language
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continued from page 3

it?" because we cannot even talk
about the child without knowing
his or her sex, our language doesn't allow it (at least not without a
high degree of awkwardness).
When the baby is a girl the reaction is usually something along
the
lines
of
"what
a
pretty/sweet/beautiful little girl"
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'Civilized" Society Should Not Institute False Gender Limitations

continued from page 3
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continued from page 3

five or six different styles of
Kappa shirt in circulation (the
five or six styles that didn't have
a sexually suggestive slogan on
them), not to mention that just
about every Pike, Cleo and
Rugby player made their affiliations obvious. On top of that,
Zetas were everywhere, and some
even came as soon as they could
from the Softball fields because
the event was that important to
them.
But Isaw other students coming back, walking by Mather,
pointing down at the crowd, looking quizzically at their friends,
and then chuckling. And there
were others who were at least
courteous enough to not open the
Cave door that was directly
behind the podium. Thank heavens that they had the common
sense to slink out the side door
and to the back of the patio to eat

then: steak and cheese and ignore
that which they felt didn't directly'affect them.
One of the points that "Take
Back the Night" tried to emphasize is that most people think that
rape is something that only happens to other people. The uninvolvement of the majority of
the student body proved just this.
At least give an effort. Even if
I were an uninvolved, over privileged, don't-care-one-way-or-theother-about-women's-issues
Trinity student, and I happened to
have the poor timing of ordering a
cheeseburger during a rally about
Women's Rights, I probably
would have paid attention to the
rally just enough as to not betray
my shortcomings to the rest of
those who actually care.
I won't get into the other type
of apathy that "Take Back the
Night" may or may not have
highlighted. I'm trying really

hard to avoid the cynical thought
that there were some members of
organizations there because they
were forced into attendance by
thek other members. Whether or
not that is the case, they were
there, and their inclusion hi those
organizations implies somewhat
that they are more conscious than
the ones who chose a wiffle ball
game and a beer over issues that
affect everyone on campus.
A final thought: after the rally
I was approached by someone
who had seen me in the crowd on
the Cave patio. He asked if I had
enjoyed "taking back the night"
in a very sarcastic and antagonistic manner, as if the whole idea
was a joke. I only hope that it
doesn't take someone close to
him becoming the subject of a
story told at a future "Take Back
the Night" for him to realize that
sexual assault is hardly a distant
and laughing matter.
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Vernon Street Hit By Habitat Helps Homeless in Hartford
Friday Night Blackout Trinity Chapter Sponsors Events to Raise Homelessness Awareness.
L.ISA SAN PASCUAL

ing for those in need, there is
only so much that Habitat can
do," said Joe Barber, Director of
the Center for Community
Service and Civic Engagement.
"Through Act! Speak! Build!

Humanity
International
launched its first Act! Speak!
Build! Campaign, formally
known as Habifest. Originally a
student-initiated day of advocating for affordable housing, the
Campaign now spans a week,
this year coordinated at Trinity
by President Patty Allen '05 and
fundraising coordinator Mia
Wilkin '07.
"This event puts our name
out on the campus and finds
ways for all students to get
involved with our issues," said
Wilkin.
Guest speaker Kate Kelly
from Partnership for Strong
Communities gave a speech in
the Office of Community
Service and Civic Engagement,
"It was interesting how the [fashion] show
educating students about the
kept going without electricity.''
Partnership's mission to end
- Kingsley Vincent *o8
chronic
homelessness in
Connecticut on April 5. Talking
Mia Wilkin
points included solutions to
However, not all students positions around campus," he Over Spring Break students went to Fort Myers to build houses.
homelessness, the development
were indifferent and many said. Lyons indicated that the
expressed annoyance and con- problem was not one the college international event designed to Week, college Habitat chapters of affordable and supportive
cern with the situation. Rebecca could deal with and Connecticut promote awareness about the all across the country are doing housing, and creation of vibrant
Bell '05, a Hansen resident, Light and Power came out "rela- need for affordable housing. what they can to raise awareness and healthy communities.
commented that no emergency tively quickly and took care of Act! Speak! Build! Week fea- about the shortage of affordable
Although fundraising was
lights were present in the build- the problem." Electricity was tured a number of awareness- housing, remind people that not the main goal this year.
ing after the power went out. "It restored within a few hours.
raising activities, from visual housing should not be a privi- Habitat for Humanity managed
was hard to walk around."
He also pointed out that displays to guest speakers to a lege but a human right, and ide- to raise a total of $100. All proally get students to do something ceeds will go towards sponsorMatt Jasilli '05 added that there was, at no time, a loss of fundraising raffle.
ing the construction of another
the blackout was "inconvenient phone service in any part of the
"While
Habitat
for about it."
because all of the food in my
The Trinity College Chapter Habitat house in Hartford.
Humanity does great work in
providing simple, decent hous- began organizing this event in
refrigerator went bad."
see BLACKOUT on page 9
2002, when Habitat for
see STUDENT on page 8

JEFF SCAL.IA

FEATURES EDITOR
Corwyn Canedy '08 added,
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
"I went to the gym, and the
During the week of April 4Trinity community members doors were locked. I had to wait 10; Trinity's Habitat for
living and working in the north for someone coining out to let Humanity chapter participated
part of campus experienced an me in. I was very angry."
in Act! Speak! Build! Week, an
electrical power outage a little
According to Assistant
before 7 p.m. on Friday night as Director of Campus Safety Chris
events at the Vernon Social Lyons, the problem was handled
Center and along Vernon Street quickly and efficiently by all the
were getting underway. Power Campus Safety officials who
was restored within hours.
were on call at the time. All nec"I was at the fashion show in essary protocol were followed in
Vernon Social Center when it reacting to the power loss.
happened. It was interesting how
"Dean Alford and all others
the show kept going without who needed to be informed
electricity. The DJ just dealt about the incident were briefed
with it," said Kingsley Vincent extremely quickly; also, all men
on duty were posted in visible
'08.

SGA Minutes -April 11

i. Approval of Last Week's
Minutes
a. Minutes approved with the
change from April 16ih in April
20th for ill'.1 docliuuh
II. AppniMil Dl" the Agenda
a. Motion to remove Saki from
the Vice President's reports
b. Motion to move the Housing:
resolution to next week
c. Motion to move the First Yeai
Housing referendum to old business
d. Agenda Approved
III. Committee ki'puiis
a. Huni/..i
i. election packets arc due at tlsc
end of'Jie week: debates foi the
executive positions ure the 19th
of April.
ii. Referendum issue: the current
tt'erendum cannot iiecominodate
i-dieiL-ndums so « f win hL- using
Survey Monkey instead.
Connl'irs: and the Hrst Year
1-ioii.sing integration
iii, Press Conference itsgarding
the price of textbooks went very
well iimi >\ JS siiml on CBS and

IOX.
'•>. JJn;?.itiv

i. How tn reestablish m r food
eurnnniee lor ne\i \v.;ir as \wll
as auxiliary ter\ ie.es.
c. Oeiniat
i. ilatc for .leaikmicnily iucorivet
•JX AD at sewn on April 2(J!h.
d. Lmily

c Slum
i. Constitution should he available :ii next week's meeting
IV. Vice President Reports
a Roh
i.'l'CAC was icsiewed: the
Tripod did nut ccme and will be
conii'iL' no\t week.
\'. \ i ' » i<usiiit;s.s
a. Theme Honshu- Applicaiions
i.The LIICIIU* IKIIIMIK policy

st.-iiVs that uhiio tlii- eiiiras.'LTm.ni
committee .stales which themes
will lie approved on campus. (Ik:
SCI A will Iv applying the
money foi these themes.
ii. Kvan and Isaac iec.omme.nrl
IIVJI furidinjr bL- approved foi all

six themes that have been
reviewed.
iii. Motion m \o(e en masse
iv. Motion carries: thi.mc\s arc
approved
VJ. Old Business
a. Payment uf SOA officer*
i. Isaac- presentation to the
Trustees KgaTiliiig this issiie did
not go that well: Jolt community
was generally opposed as well. U'
SGA is lining IO do thi.s it must
Ix Jfino dcrnovTiitic.iiiy which
will include suing on Survey
Monkex. with the oilier rvJeivndunis.
ii. All ihose in iavor of .fames
and Ise-th presenting n proposal:
motion carries.
b. J lousing Referendum

City Students Tour Campus
EMMA BAYER
STAFF WRITER

In a program to bring every'
fifth grader in Hartford to one of
Connecticut's four-year colleges, 200 fifth-graders visited
Trinity over two days last
Monday and Tuesday. On
Monday, Mayor Eddie Perez,
Superintendent of Hartford
Public Schools Robert Henry,
and Trinity President Jimmy
Jones spoke to about 115 students from the Martin Luther
Abi Moldover
King Elementary School in
Mayor
Perez
led
a
pep
rally
for
visiting
Hartford
fifth
graders.
Hartford to kick off the weeklong event.
Ribbon Commission on Higher cheer of "Trinity RA RA Trinity
The "Fifth-Graders Go to Education worked with the HOORAH!"
College" event has been held Hartford Public Schools and the
Trinity President Jones folevery year since 1998 and is Hartford Consortium for Higher lowed the spirited cheering,
organized by the Hartford Education to include other col- telling the fifth-graders to "have
Consortium
for
Higher leges and give every Hartford the greatest day you've had in a
Education. The event previous- fifth-grader "an idea of what long time today at Trinity" and
ly lasted only one day and college is like and present col- reminding them that they can be
included only colleges in the lege as a real option for their the "students of tomorrow" if
Consortium, with about 30 stu- future," says Joe Barber, they keep their grades consisdents at each college. "This year Trinity's Director of Community tently high.
we had the largest participation Service and Civic Engagement
After another boisterous
in the events history," said and helped organize the event.
cheer of "I'm going to college in
Andrew Sjrogen
06, the
The event began with a pep 2012," a slogan which also
President of Trinity's chapter of rally for the fifth graders at adorned the fifth-graders' teeAlpha Delta Phi, which volun- Mather Hall. Charles Botts, a shirts, students in the crowd
teers each year to show the fifth Trinity alumnus who now works were asked who would be the
graders around campus.
in Career Services, led the elesee FIFTH on page 8
This year, the Mayor's Blue mentary school students in a
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Stipends Debated forSGA
Executive Board Positions
continued from pa^v I
Multicultural AHinvs.
"Wv'ic hoping in tret lite mo.sl demo
LTiilii.1 process tiu'cthcr iliul we tan think
cii to pass this paiticuku bill," s:nd
Cioklstein. in response In queries rcaaidinji ilie. piocess by which he hup^s (o
implement the.se changes.
The likely

Will Chapman "On. saiil. "I don'l
think you should be paid in he in .1 club "
According l<> IAIICII, these chaiit'es
Lire iu>l lii-inj! eonsideied lor .ipplicahiJiiy
in ihe current school \ i \ i r and will 1'irst be
pill helorc the students. "Thi.s measure
cuuld be a simple releicndimi. I lie rck-iendum .sirn])K put would he ii" sliidenls
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ackout 2005 'Huge Success'
Imam's ;umua.l Black and White Affair was held al the
recently reopened Hartford Hilton in downtown on Saturday.
Organizers reported the event a "huge success" and arc already
looking forward to next year.

Mayor Perez Hopes to Bridge
Digital Divide With Wireless
In his State of the City address last month. Hartford's mayor
announced a specific proposal lo create a free, citywide wireless network for all 120.000 residents, an ambitious plan Unit,
if successful, will be one of the first such networks in any
United States city.

SGA President and Executive V.P. would be paid under the new initiative.
process would consist of a vote by the
SGA Senate, and if successful, a referendum to be voted on by the student body
during the SGA's upcoming elections.
The topic met with mixed reaction on
the Jolt. "Right now, kids join SGA
because they want to; there is a small
amount of people who want to do this
type, and amount of work. I wouldn't
object to $7.10 an hour for the office
hours of officers, the amount most other
students get for campus jobs," said one
posting. Unfortunately, the conversation
later degraded to attacks.
Some SGA members were hesitant to
comment, but Vice-President of Finance
•Rob Lynch '06 said, "The campus needs .
to know that the SGA is aware that paying
itself out of the SAF has a selfish nature,
however payment does not have to be a
monetary value."
Lynch continued, "They are selfless
individuals who are looking for some
degree of compensation for what they
contribute to the college in a largely
thankless role."
Senator-at-Large Will Servos '06 differed in his assessment of the situation.
"SGA is a community service, not a community burden. Those dollars have more
value going to the students than into the
pockets of the SGA."

did not want to see it, then it would not
happen."
Again, answering to the selfish nature
of the payment of SGA officers, any decision rendered would not be put into effect
until the next academic school year." Tbe
SGA has yet to draft official language for
the referendum but will likely have to do
so by April 19, their last meeting before
the spring election scheduled for April
26.
In order for a binding referendum to
pass, many obstacles would have to be
overcome, including the requirement that
more than 50 percent of the student body
participate in the voting as well as garnering a majority of the vote.
Some students wonder if other
options hesides stipends have been considered, saying on a jolt posting, "Has
there been any discussion of giving
course credit to SGA board members,
perhaps something like a 1/2 credit
internship credit?"
Others wonder how the SGA can
afford new expenditures with the recent
budget crisis, but Mr. Goldstein says,
"SGA actually doesn't have a budget crisis. Jimmy Jones has not taken a dime of
the students' money this year, and has
promised not to touch it in the years to
come."

Although the plan must get through tough telecommunication industry barriers that have plagued other similar municipal
efforts. Perez hopes the initialixc. combined with ghing residents low-cost computers, will help get the internet into more
city households. Only one-third of Hartford homes are currently online.
While details are still being worked out, Matt Hennessy, the
mayor's chief of staff, told the Hartford Advocate the city's
wireless system would cost between $4 million and $7 million
to set up.

Senior Awarded Watson
Fellowship
Jason Gallant '05 was recently awarded the Thomas J.
Watson Foundation Fellowship, which grants students from top
universities and colleges a year of independent exploration and
travel outside the United States.
Gallant, a biology major and senior class president, plans to
use his year to become a specialist on ceplialopods, which he
explains are "the world's most enchanting and handsome invertebrates, which include the squid, nautilus, cuttlefish, and octopus in coastal areas off the shores of Bonaire, Australia, and
South Africa." Following his fellowship, Gallant will attend
Cornell University's neurobiology and behavior PhJD. program.

Campus Safety Report
The following incidents occurred between April 9 and 10:

Students Fly Cheaper
summer travel study abroad, & more
Sample airfares from Hartford to:

Sample airfares from Boston to:

Pittsburgh

$154

Toronto

$141

Houston

$163

London

$300

Atlanta

$168

Mexico City

$307

Los Angeles

$261

Paris

$357

mto tf tie USMa&oorUS&rad. W*rrau*7.8tt US-mmspatoSon to O l t o t B a m l ( M > ^ , « p « d n e o ^
lndafci»»»idto\MSt»^^

StudentUniverse.com

- A fire alarm was set off at North Campus on April 10.
- A group of students brought alcohol onto the main quad
and campus safety officers confiscated a keg and tap.
- Vandalism was reported at Elton and North Campus after
students threw garbage all over the halls. Buildings and
Grounds staff cleaned up the mess.
-The front door window at the north entry of Funston was
found to be kicked in.
- A fire alarm was set off at Elton.
- Hartford Police and Fire Departments investigated a bonfire at the backyard of Crow House on April 9. The departments
extinguished the fire and no one got in trouble.
Incidents of particular importance have been identified and
listed above.
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Student Group Pushes for
Affordable Housing for All

Students gathered on the cave patio to participate in "Take Back the Night," anl
evening designed to raise awareness of sexual violence on college campuses, including Trinity. Those in attendance carried candles, shared stories and gave speeches||
to honor and remember the victims of sex crimes.

Hfth-Graders Visit Trinity
For anIdea of College life
continued from page 6
first in their family to go to college, and
many excited hands shot up.
Marlehe Ipson of the St. Paul
Travelers reminded students that scholar-

ence. The opportunity that is afforded to
Trinity and the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity
to interact with the surrounding community and especially the younger generations is truly a gift," said Sjrogen.

continued from page 6
One fundraiser came in the form of a
contest called "Guess How Many Nails
are in the Jar." From Tuesday through
Friday, members of Habitat tabled outside
of Mather Dining Hall during lunch and
dinner hours. For $1, students could buy a
chance to guess how many nails were in a
jar.
'
"Some guys went as far as trying to
use pi formulas and such to calculate.
They were totally off by at least half,
too," said Allen. "Others tried to make a
million guesses and still were not even
close. Some even jumped around like
monkeys, thinking that would conjure the
answer in some way."
The lucky winner, announced Friday
at 8 p.m., was Bailey Triggs '05. She
received a $50 gift certificate to Hot
Tomato's.

banquets for Habitat for Humanity families in Hartford, and organized teach-ins.
Last year hundreds of schools across
the U.S. participated in Act! Speak!
Build! Week, including the following
eight institutions in Connecticut: Central
Connecticut State University, Eastern
Connecticut State University, Quinnipiac
University, Sacred Heart University,
Southern Connecticut State University,
The Hotchkiss School, the University of
Hartford, and, of course, our very own
Trinity College.
Trinity's Habitat for Humanity chapter has recently been involved in other
events. Thursday, the organization
showed visible support at the Amnesty
International Sudan Refugee Candlelight
Vigil. Also, during the week of Spring
Break, 17 Trinity students flew down to
the Habitat for Humanity site in Fort

"While Habitat for Humanity does great work...
there is only so much Habitat can do."
-Joe Barber, Director of Community Service
In past years, Trinity has also held
large visual demonstrations, such as a
Shanty Town made of cardboard boxes
outside of Mather. "It was a particularly
rainy, cold, miserable day, and so we were
largely successful in getting our message
across," Allen described.
Trinity's Habitat for Humanity chapter has also held tin can fundraisers, wrote
letters to Senators and legislators, held

Myers, Fla.
When asked what we can expect to
see Habitat do next, Allen replied,
"Habitat always has something to do. We
have pledged to raise $50,000 to sponsor
another Habitat house in Hartford. I foresee many more fundraising events, such
as creating a Trinity Edition of a
Monopoly board, a project being led by
Mia Wilkin."

TRINITY COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF RELIGION
PRESENTS
THE LIMPITLAW LECTURE SERIES
Proudly presents the inaugural lecture in the series
by noted author
Professor Gerhard H, Bowering
Abi Moldover

Students from Martin Luther King Elementary School assembled in Mather.
ships will be available to students who
keep their grades up. "Aim high, dream
big," Superintendent Henry told the students.
Mayor Perez addressed students, stating that it is "important to have a goal in
life ... college is a time to learn about
your profession and to explore."
Inquiring about students' goals, Perez
found a future lawyer, pediatrician,
marine biologist, teacher, mayor, fashion
designer, police officer, pilot, nail technician, senator, archaeologist, and the first
black President of the United States.
Desmond James, a ten-year-old student at MLK, would like to be mayor by
his early 30s; as mayor, he will "send
money to the schools, clean up Hartford,
and wear a tie." Jermaine Ward, his
"right-hand man," wants to be a businessman before becoming James' financial
advisor and secretary. Both boys enjoyed
the program and called Trinity a fun,
"very clean" place.
After the rally, the students were
shown around Trinity with Alpha Delta
Phi brothers as guides. "This is the type
of community service that is both enjoyable for all parties involved while providing a meaningful and important experi-

One group visited the Life Science
Center to learn about insects and electric
fish with Trinity professors Scott
Smedley and Kent Dunlap. The second
group went to Trinity's Robotics
Engineering Lab and to Raether Library.
All of the fifth-graders visited Ferris
Athletic Center, where Basketball Coach
Stanley Ogrodnick and several players on
the basketball team reminded students of
the importance of good grades, taught
some ball handling, and did some slam
dunking.
While the. scheduled program is only a
one-day event, the Hartford school system and teachers, in a short time, can
"build on the positive impact of the day
... to make sure this is not just a one-shot
deal," says Barber. "The impact depends
on a long-term effort from the school system."
The program went "really well" says
Tim Fox '06, a member of Alpha Delta
Phi who escorted a group of students
around campus.
"Fifth-Graders Go to College" was "a
huge team effort," says Joe Barber. "It
was great to see people at Trinity willing
to give up their time for an effort like
this."

"The Religious aad Cultural Achievements of Mam"

April 18, 2005 8:00 p.m.
RiUenberg Lounge
MATHER CAMPUS CENTER
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Goldstein Delivers 'State of the Blackout Resolved
5
Campus Address to Trustees Within Several Hours
continue^ from page 1
judicial system into the "regular
college disciplinary structure,"
changing the former process in
which Greek organizations are
judged by other Greek organizations.
Goldstein then turned to
financial matters, stating that
SGA ended the year in the black.
He credited VP of Finance Robert
Lynch '06 for bis fiscal responsi-

bility and for increasing the
SGA's operating budget "nearly
ten thousand dollars."
Continuing in an economic
thread, Goldstein introduced the
pilot program SGA is considering
where student leaders would
receive stipends for their work.
The initiative would begin by
paying the Executive Board of the
SGA and, if successful, be
extended to organizations like the

Abi Moldover

Goldstein gave his speech before trustees assembled to review
campus business.

continued from page 6
Lyons.
Tripod and Trinity Radio. "We campus.
Jake Wallace '08, summed
attract the right kind of leadership
Despite the inconvenience, up the situation and its accompaby paying our executive officers a students coped with any prob- nying feelings best. "I was rather,
stipend, and we level the playing lems they had, and "everyone perturbed. I came back from a
field for those students on finan- handled everything the way they round of golf to find that my
were supposed to," according to room was without power."
cial aid."
Goldstein justified his stance
on paying SGA officers by pointing out that those students on
financial aid who are required to
work a campus job are at a disadvantage to those students who
have more free time torahfor
office. If students dependent on
Bowdoin: The Bowdoin Student Government
financial aid received financial
voted down a constitutional amendment that would
assistance based on their performconsolidate V.P. positions at the school. Specifically,
ance in office, the playing field
VP.s of Academic Affairs and Student Government
would be leveled, according to
Affairs would become VP. of Internal Affairs while
Goldstein himself a financial aid
VP. of Facilities and VP. of Student Affairs would
student.
combine to create the VP. for Student organizations.
The speech was generally
The
amendment was denied the .4/5 majority needwell received by the trustees, but
ed to send it to the student body for review.
the notion of paying SGA officers
aroused nervousness on the part
Wesleyan: Students are pushing the Wesleyan
of the trustees.
Charles Perrin expressed a
administration to create the position of multiculturfear of a slippery slope, where
al dean at the College to focus on the needs of stuonce one student leader was paid,
dents of color. A task force on Multicultural Affairs
the rest would follow suit.
has been instituted to review the situation.
Margaret Young sympathized
with the plight of those students
Williams: Hip-hop artist Wyclef Jean will headon financial aid, but felt that leadline the Williams Spring Fling concert on April 28.
ership was its own reward.
The concert is expected to be the most expensive
William Turner, in a similar vein,
ever, held at the College.
added that once we "start placing
dollar values" on leadership positions, we enter a dangerous arena.

NJGSCAC

(860) 278-4334

24 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, CT

Free Delivery!

The Best food withtteL o west Prices in Hartford
Just mention Trinity to ream Special Discounted Pricesl

**»

/

X Togr&ing
Pizza
liter socla

Large Ctoeese Pizza
XO Buffalo Wings
Sfter so^la

Very close to Campus
No minimum for Trinity Delivery!

2 JL&. Cheese Pizzas / &X5.99+*ax
2 L&. CHe&se w / 2 -toppingr /'S17~.99
Z Lg.

Z Meet, CHeese Pizzas / $3L3.&9-*ta>c
2 Meet Clteese w/T. -&o&&in& S$XS.99+tsax
2 Meet. CHeese

This Week at Trinity

Apr 12
events
Thus
UCH
Music Series
Underground - 9:30
Sophomore Night
at the Bistro 9:30

FRI:
Movie Series
Bus leaves at 9PM
Mather Crawl
9:30PMMather Lower Level

LVL
Spring Fling
Vernon Center
lOpm

http://intemet2,trincoll,edu/TrinExchange/
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Any unsuspecting basketball player
entering Oosting gymnasium for their usual
game this weekend would have found the
place swarming with people. Cables snaking
around the court, keys of numerous laptops
being punched furiously, sixth-grade kids
running around with their robots with thendads left huffing in the wake — the sights and
sounds had the unmistakable stamp of the

!
i

B:jiv

did not merely provide lip service.
This correspondent spotted kids from
fifth grade, as well as men old enough to be
their grandfathers, often competing in the
same division. Nathaniel Barshay, an
eighth-grader from West Hartford, claimed,
"Four years back, my father introduced me
to robotics. Now he does not understand the
books I read."
His father, John, smiled, pride written all
across his wizened face. Almost as an after-

:

!

-

i

tition.
Walking to the back, one noticed an
unknown language being spoken by a group
of high school students huddled over a table.
A glance on the schedule sheet confirmed
that this was the much venerated Israeli contingent. Another look at their practice was
enough to justify their reputation: on view

tempers began to flare. On refusal to budge
an inch in the maze, a robot was hurled
across the hall with some force (in a free
kick which Beckham would be proud of). A
long-haired Pink Floyd fan wearing a "Wish
You Were Here" t-shirt muttered, "Another
brick in the wall..." when his robot crashed
through the side walls of the maze. When

On view was a robot with wheels the size of monster
truck tires, a far cry from most other machines, which
were a bundle of wires and Lego blocks.
was a robot with wheels the size of monster
truck tires, a far cry from most other
machines, which were a bundle of wires and
Lego blocks. Whizzing around the maze, it
extinguished the candle flame and returned
to applause from a motley group of awestruck spectators. Almost as if bowing to
acknowledge the applause, the maker of the
robot modestly exclaimed, "That was
lucky!"
As the qualification runs progressed,

-*

12. 2ooq

Day One ended, there were a lot of heavy
hearts who were left ruing their bad luck.
When Day Two began, Oosting gymnasium began to resemble its usual self, with
the wooden stands filled, and the atmosphere befitting a basketball game more than
a Robotics competition. As a robot entered a
maze (there were five of them, with increasing difficulty level, from A to E), an air of
see INTERNATIONAL on page 12

Sam Lin

Trin team's "David" squeezed through a 2x2-inch hole to win First Prize.

The Dos and Don'ts of Sharing Our Grassy Commune

Annual Trinity College Firefighting Robot thought, Nathaniel said, "Oh, he's still good

USA

Contest.

,i.f:^-..;..

_:.,:..-.
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,r-.--= ^ t logic!"

As in the past 11 years, the goal of the
Contest was to encourage inventors of all
ages and skill levels to develop an
autonomous fire-fighting home robot that
could find, and quickly extinguish, a fire in
a model house. The official goals statement
hoped to provide encouragement to "inventors of all ages and levels," and the Contest

••• .-

Nathaniel was next in line to test bis
robot, MISHAP3, in the practice maze.
When asked about it, he expanded the
acronym with a smile: "Minimal
Intelligence, So Hope And Pray." And by the
way, the 3 stands for his third attempt in this
competition. Watch out for this kid as the
next big thing in future years of this compe-

10 Tew
a.

Pest.Things About
the Verwon Street Plackout

10. blackouts - ah, freshman year nostalgia.
9. How you can impress all your friends with blindfolded
leirut!
1. Wardrobe malfunctions at the fashion show? No problem.
I Sharpening your other senses a la Paredevil.
6. Manhunt in your Summit Quad! (Just watch out for lamps)
5. You finally used the pick-up line, Tm afraid of the dark and
I eant find my teddy bear Can I sleep with you?"
4. Theres something seductive about wandering around the
Pistro and not knowing who you could run into.

SAN PASCUAL

you still think being a rebel is cool (which,
by the way, died out in the mid-'70s, and
I know, I know - you've just about had then again when we were in 11th grade),
it with these "Spring has sprung! Woot it's good for your general health to at least
woot!" pieces. While we're
drag your butt out of your
all just rarin' to exalt the seaswivel chair and into the
son of birds, bees, and legs
sunshine. Pick up a Frisbee,
(finally), it's clear that those
a football, a helpless rodent,
dead worms on the Lower
anything, and head out there
Long Walk aren't the only
to revive your motor skills.
unsavory things that springAt the most, you'll get a
time has managed to unearth.
workout and a tan; at the
least, you'll pick yourself
Let me explain. Every
up out of your Mario Kartyear around this time the
induced inertia (you know
inevitable happens: temperawho you are) for some fresh
tures crack 60 degrees, that
Hartford air.
muddy earth smell is everywhere, and suddenly all our
But DON'T make the
little pale tushes are making
mistake of thinking that
that mass exodus to the Main
"accidentally" landing a
Quad to bask in sunshine and
Frisbee in some hottie's lap
springtimeness in general.
is going to win you points.
www.google.com
Which, for incurable peopleWhile pummeling headfirst
guy's got the
watchers like me, provides a
into a blanket of Aquafina
fascinating case study of the behavior of and Pretzel Sticks might be charming in
college students who've been suffering bad teen movies, real women (the kind
from Spring Fever since November.
with curves) are more impressed with a
So, based on my findings, I compiled a guy who can actually catch a Frisbee.
list of Quad Dos and Don'ts in order to Probably some evolutionary thing.
create a more friendly Quad environment
*Disclaimer: If you really can't handle
for all - at least until the LSC quad fills up a Frisbee (not that there's anything wrong
with more than just Tutorialites and those with that....), DO grab an equally uncorandom Asian toddlers on the weekends ordinated friend and practice privately in
(does anyone know what the deal with that some discreet and relatively abandoned
is?). At any rate:
see THE ART on page 13
DO get that adrenaline going. Unless
FEATURES

EDITOR

$. It was easier to steal condoms from your roomate.
2. Illegal "eampf ires" in your rooms.
1. A halfway decent hookup with the <Hrl Across the Hall,
a.k.a. "Sutterfaeer

The Tripod regrets that in the Apr. 5 issue we mistakenly
identified the Portuguese Club as being of South American
extraction. Obviously this was false, and we are very sorry
that we showed disrespect toward the Portuguese Club. We
will do our very best not to let this happen again.
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continued from page 1

"[Fair Trade] money goes directly to these families," as well as
"to support sustainable development solutions."
So, as the sun went down and
the darkness grew, the organizers
displayed an admirable ability to

taken. As the models emerged on
the runway, wearing the likes of
Marketplace India, British
designer Katherine Hamnett, CK
Bradley, and MAX Studio, the
audience cheered and applauded.
It appeared, though, that the
less clothing a model was wear-

The auction raised approximately $700
in support of Fair Trade.
improvise. The student models
were instructed to call everyone
and anyone in order to spread the
word that, no 'matter what the
electrical situation, the fashion
show would be taking place.
The band agreed to play
acoustically, and the emergency
lights lining the Party Barn
would just have to be enough for
the audience to see the clothes
being modeled.
To Moore, the power outage
was "the most ironic.thing ever.
We planned out every little
detail, and the one thing you
can't control ... We were completely powerless, no pun intended."
And, despite the fact that the
lights stayed off until five minutes after the show had ended,
the impressive turnout of the
Trinity community proved that if
you model it, they, will come.
Every seat in the house was

ing, the louder the crowd
became.

After the show, a silent auction was held, in which those
present were able to bid on the
pieces of clothing that had
appeared in the show. Largely
organized
by
Elizabeth
McCarthy '08, the auction raised
approximately $700 in support of
Fair Trade.
In terms of the show's success, Moore commented, "There
was a big crowd and everyone
came together to support each
other." But, most importantly,
"We got the message out."
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International Robot
Contest Draws aCrowd
continued from page 11

hushed expectancy would descend
on the crowd. Each move was
cheered, and extinguishing a candle was cheered as loudly as a
John Halas slam dunk.
With carpets, differently textured floors, colored walls, staircases and cylindrical obstructions,
it seemed as if every attempt had
been made to mirror the house
from "The Real World" in the confines of the maze. The Trinity
Robotics Team watched a number
of their robots tripping up on the

Regardt Schonborn '06, Neil
Robertson '08, Sam Lin '07,
David Pietrocola '08 and David
Miliniak '08. It is to be noted here,
however, that this was the only
robot even attempting this new
maze, designed by engineer and
inventor, Joe Jones.
In Regardt's words, "It was the
first time that the Concept Maze
was introduced with the 2 x 2-inch
hole, which [determined whether
or not] designing a robot that small
for the contest is even feasible."
The robot's difficulty con-

As a robot entered a maze, an air of
hushed expectancy would descend on the
crowd

Jenny Dunn

Even in the dark, jenny Dunn sizzles in her Fair Trade ensemble.

carpet. The numerous sensors and
motors, involved in complex code
that had to be changed according
to changes in maze structures, did
not make things any easier for the
team.
It seemed as if one week of
sleep deprivation had taken its toll,
not just on the makers but on their
mechanical babies as well. As the
day wore on, it was clear that the
responsibility of salvaging some
pride became a burden on the
Liliputian shoulders of "David"
(derived from the Biblical David
and Goliath story), a creation of

firmed Jones's predictions. "While
so-called traditional robots will be
forced to take the longest route to
access the fire," said Jones, "others may scuttle through the 2x2inch mouse hole, up and over the
45-inch staircase, or magnetically
pull open a door before continuing
the course."
In the final attempt, David
scurried through the mouse hole
and extinguished the candle in a
matter of seconds. Celebrations
broke out as Trinity cracked the
final frontier, going where no
robot had gone before.

This Week gt Career Services
Analysts w/McLa^an Partners
McLagan Partners, a subsidiary of Aon Consulting?, is
the leader in providing henehmarkingf products and
cons-ulting and advisory services. Several excellent
career opportunities fox full-titne Analysts are available
in their Stamford office. Full job description is available on. Trinity Recruiting. Deadline to apply is Friday,
April 8. Interviews will be keld on Thursday, April 14
in Careers Services.

Complete your mandatory on-line sto-yey today!
Save time on April 13 by completing your Career
Services requirement now. It's as simple as logging
into Trinity Recruiting,
•
•
•
•

7:00—8:30 pm
DPedxiesday, April 13
Video Conference Room

Disable any pop-up Mockers that jcra may hav<e enables!,
Log into Trinity Recwiiting
Fill out requested info and the survey pops up.
Answer all tke questions ami click Sttlwmt.

If you iiave any questions, please e-mail «weer-serviesss@iiLac»ll.ecJu.

l^
Networking? Opportunity
Come meet Trinity's Board of Fellows!
The Board of Fellows are a group of volunteers who
manage, operate and run some of the country's top
companies and organizations and they are here to
help yoiif This very visible and powerful group welcome the opportunity to meet you and offer their
support.
Don't miss this chance!

5:30—7:00 pm
Tkursday, April

PLygicaan
Attention: Pre-Med Students!
Come near physicians speak about:
®
©
®

enhancing your cottege experience for med school
the realities of medical school
health care issues
[ panel includes:

. Geoxge Barrows, M.D., Class of 1968
. Mickelle Stone, M.D., Class of 1995
• Doarte Mackado, 4tk year medical student >j
) — 8 : 3 0 pm
a:i4 iounder of Trinity chapter of AMSA,
Tuesday, April 19
Class of 2001
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Around Tritiitv
Busting a Rhyme

Friday night at midnight, AT was lingering
outside of the Bistro when a group of boys
walked by - completely decked out in cowboy
hats, no less - and one of them suddenly started rapping. Loudly. Due to his garbled enunciation, the only line AT could make out went
something like: "I'm elusive, but lucid, i come
where I want to." AT is not sure what he
meant by that, but AT is hoping that he was
simply asserting his mobility. Ten minutes
later, a young lady passing by suddenly broke
out into showtunes. We here at Trin like to
promote freedom of expression, but AT
reminds you that we do have standards. For
the rest of you, Wesleyan is 20 minutes down
the road.

Clifford Visits Hartford
Believe it or not, even Tripod staff knows how
to have a good time. One of our editors hosted his birthday bash at Timothy's - dressed as
Clifford the Big Red Dog. But let this be a lesson for all zealous costume party-goers to
leave enough room for comfort in certain
pockets of your ensemble - for your comfort,
and everyone else's. And to refrain from putting your puppy's paws in the birthday cake.

Even AT Doesn't Believe This One

Yes, it's spring, and our skirts are getting
shorter, hormones are getting warmer, and
apparently some overeager partygoers are
seizing both these opportunities. In public. At
one of our ever-reputable Greek organizations,
a very happy couple was pinned up against a
wall doing the nasty. Last week's dry-humping
couple takes honorable mention, but this
dynamic duo wins the prize for Most
Egregious Display of Public Affection Ever
Attempted at an Academic Institution.

Dead Lobster
While AT can certainly understand the need
for additional responsibility (since you've mastered babysitting your belligerent friends) and
you might actually be ready for something like
a pet, AT would like to advise you to start
slowly - with maybe a Pet Rock or a
Tamagachi. Diving into raising lobsters, however, might be a task that does not compliment dorm living, considering there's no way
of converting a quad into a beachside residence. And since it is almost a guarantee that
your newfound pet won't live past a week and
a half — since creating a tank with circulating
salt water is hard to accomplish in Hartford —
AT reminds pet owners that there are dumpsters conveniently located outside every dorm.
Placing said dead crustacians in hallway trash
bins will result in an eye-watering smell, and
trust AT, no one wants to go back to your
room when your hall smells like decaying
shellfish, no matter how far away they live.
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BILL ZELLER
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
Every year annoying freshmen arrive on campus with their
cute ideas about politics and think
they're God's gift to college.
Some won't shut up about fair
trade; others prefer their clothes
made only the way children can.
Both seem intent on ensuring
everyone else feels the way they
do by graduation.
Things get worse after the
first semester. These freshmen,
initially wary and nervous in thennew surroundings, have grown
accustomed to the college atmosphere. Most have slept through an
8:30 political science class and
believe their ideas are completely
substantiated by the photo caption
on page 83 of Poli Sci for
Dummies.
Then comes the spring. For

thought or said by someone else. lowing foolproof rule: Liberals
If others agree with you, that's
believe they are intellectually
because
their
superior beings;
ideas
are
as
c
onservatives
'•' '-:'!-s?*:;-&itJ""''•0equally lame as
believe hi the fundamental right to
yours. Everything
beat as many
you say is a waste
mammals as they
of air. The sooner
damn well please.
you realize this,
See a tofu-snorthe happier you'll
fling hippie deridbe. Put this down
ing the judiciary?
until you have. Liberal. The guy
clubbing the harp
Hello,
and
seal on the quad?
welcome to your
Conservative.
new, happier life.
See? It's easy.
There are a few

Now
that
things you should
you've breached
know. Firstly, if
www.google.com the banality of
any of your forQuoting Marx is so passe.
college political
mer interlocutors
bring up politics, make them stop
discussions, it's time to proactivetalking, using whatever means
ly improve thyself and make up
necessary. Then point them to this
for lost time. You should realize
article.
that your old Mends believe they
live an incredibly tortured life,
what with the constant persecution
and all. They're wrong. It's actually incredibly easy and requires little to no work on their part.
What is hard is having a politsome reason, Spring Fever seems
Secondly, you will start to see
ical discussion that contains more
to bring out as much desire to rant
these people as the losers they
than just epithets. To make it easias it does laziness. It gets worse
are, like the kid in second grade
er, try the following: Take an issue,
and worse as the weather gets betwho came to school hi his karate
any issue, and convince yourself
ter and better. Talk talk talkity
outfit and practiced his high kicks
that both sides of the argument are
talk. Here's apolitical philosophy
jiuring recess. This is jiormal.
reasonable. As long as you still
for you: "~"
"
~*m"
think one" side is stupid, keep
Thirdly, now that 'you 're
Shut. The. Hell. Up. •
viewing things from the inside, working on it. Next, try having a
civil and honest discussion about a
All this political jabberwocky
you need a way to quickly distincontentious issue, like, I don't
would be fine if anything original
guish between liberals and conknow, abortion. No yelling.
were said. It's not. Your ideas are
servatives without the risk of
not original. Everything you've
being dragged into a conversation
Enjoy your new life.
ever thought or said has been
with them. You may use the folYou're welcome:

Talk talk talMty talk Here's a political
philosophy for you: Shut. The. Hell. Up.

the flrt of Qasd Life
Hit the Quad in Style ... and as Least Offensively As Possible
continued from page 11
area — like, I dunno, the
Anadama parking lot. Believe
me, nothing is worse than some
poor, sickly, chicken-legged,
misguided but well-intentioned
creature being owned by a plastic
object. Floppy disks haven't
been fashionable since the '90s
and aren't likely to make a comeback.
DO get your game on ...
your other one. Whether it be
the warm weather, that scene in
Bambi, or some brilliant reproductive tactic, it's always been
true that spring makes you get a
little antsy in your pantsies. To
create mood, bust out the boom
box and crank some good oF
Dave Matthews ("Crush," if
you're feeling heady), or, for the
more adventurous, Sublime
("Caress Me Down," if you're
feelin' something else). But
please (and I ask this on behalf of
... well, all of Trinity), DON'T
confuse the quad for a
Saturday night in some basement. A little tasteful cuddling is
okay; a little AT-worthy behavior

is not.
And, while we're on this note
... Girls, please be advised:
DON'T get skank-wear happy.
As a person who believes in the
common sense and good will of
humanity in general, I am constantly baffled by the ballsy girls
who bust out the Forever 21-type
skirts as soon as the temperature
hits 60. A few thoughts on this
unpardonable faux pas. The
micromini is 1) Antiquated
(don't know if you've noticed,
but even 42nd Street has cleaned
up a lot); 2) To be used sparingly

the stretch variety.
And finally, on to graver and
less graphic matters. If, in this
weather, you're still miraculously feeling academic, DO take it
outside. I know, Civilization and
its Discontents is not prime tanning reading, but you're not
exactly in South Beach and
Finals loom ominously, so suck it
up. It does get hard to concentrate on the quad, what with the
shouts of "Go long!", the flagrant PDAs, and the microminis.
But please, be kind and DON'T
throw dirty looks at those guys

If, when you bend your knees ever so
slightly, you look like dough bubbling up
out of a pan, invest in a pair of eapris.
(like ... after a few rounds on the
Stairmaster); arid thus, 3)
Generally unflattering. Here's
the litmus test for whether or not
that skirt is too short. If, when
you bend your knees ever so
slightly, you look like dough
bubbling up out of a pan, you're
probably better off investing in a
nice pair of eapris ... and not of

hurling Frisbees in your direction; they simply have not been
schooled in Quad Etiquette 101.
And besides, if at any time the
Main Quad becomes too inhospitable to some studying, you can
always relocate to the LSC quad.
Those Asian kids doing gymnastics are only a third as likely to
topple your Diet Coke.
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Cell Phones: I t Don't Mean a
if Lipe JJO&VL& a
musicals
Thing I f I t Ain't Got that Ring
honoscopes oprzll 12-19
ASHLEY BELL

tone by sending a text message to this number." Now, while watching "Newlyweds,"
Whatever happened to the days when a
you can watch Jessica Simpson do laundry
ringing phone actually sounded like a ringAND rack up your phone bill with new and
ing phone? Nowadays, these portable
exciting noises to blare from your phone.
devices have become the transporters of a
And do not be mistaken: not only can
plethora of sounds, ranging from the
you get "Baby Got Back" to play when
newest songs to undistinguishable noise, your mom calls, but you can also get aniusually in the form of some sort of animal
mal noises through these special TV
onomatopoeia. Instead of finding a way to offers. Don't get me wrong, I was slightly
get the youth more involved with the cur- intrigued by Sweety Chick, the animated,
rent affairs of the world, the media are
dancing chick that sings its own songs,
using all outlets to supply the young popureminiscent of the not-at-all-annoying
lation with as many different ways to alert
Hamster Dance song, but something tells
themselves that someone is calling.
me that the chirping song of the chick
Apparently the taboo of having your
might not be so endearing after 10 people
phone ring in the middle of a social gathercall.
ing has worn off, because people seem to
But what really amazes me are the new
have embraced the world of
ring tones that aren't ring
ring tones, using any occatones at all; they are actual
sion they can to showcase
songs that play out of your
their new assortment of pop
phone. Now that it seems that
songs set to monotonic
illegal downloading is no
rhythms. And my favorites
longer a problem, technoloare the people who set differgy-sawy teenagers can siment ring tones to different
ply download their favorite
people in their address book,
songs as free ring tones
leaving the most annoying
online. This also eliminates
song for their most annoying
the use of a boom box or
friends. This is especially fun
other portable music device,
when they don't want to pick
although I must say I was
up the phone when these sohoping the fad of carrying
called "friends" call, letting
around a boom box on your
their phones ring with a conshoulder would come back in
tinuous cycle of "Toxic" until
style.
•****,.
finally my inner pleas and
www.google.com
And now the industry has
silent death threats are My ring tones bring all put their corporate heads
together to come up with
answered and the phone t h e boys t o the yard.
something truly amazing: Ring
either dies from the exhaustion of channeling Britney Spears or the
Moans. Now if you get sick of hearing
annoying person on the other end finally
"Milkshake" blast from you cellular, you
gets hooked up with voicemail.
can now hear the sounds of a selected porn
Apparently there is some guy whose
star at, um ... "work." This is just what
entire job is designing ring tones. Yes, that's
America's youth needs, more sexed-up
right - his work involves putting sporadic
products. I can see that we are on the fast
beeping in rhythmic beats so they resemble
track to curing cancer with this latest revpopular songs. Personally, I'm grateful that
olution.
someone like this has come along and
I won't lie, when I first got my phone I
decided to explore the ring tone frontier to
was slightly/extremely jealous that I could
discover new ways for every phone carrier
only work within the selection of ring
to have access to a greater selection of
tones that Cingular provided alreadymusical choices, because I don't know what
planted in my phone, because it wouldn't
I'd do without my "Smack My Bitch Up" connect to the magical network of musical
ring tone. I mean, how else would I know
tones. After my phone rang once with an
when my grandmother is calling me?
actual ringing sound, a friend of mine
remarked, "That is such an annoying
And far be it from MTV to let this phesound!" Yes, she would be talking about
nomenon go unnoticed during programthe sound of an actual phone ringing.
ming. Not only do they endorse the ring
tone business by supplying the material for
I cannot but lament the day when a
them, but they also advertise different ring
phone ringing with the original sound will
tones during their regular programs, using
be regarded as annoying noise to be
commercials that claim, "You can resurrect
ignored, leaving the world in a state of pop
Tupac ... through your phone! Buy this ring
music shock, set to rhythmic beeping.
FEATURES EDITOR

A Morning at your
Internship, an Evening
with Monet
Choose from over 600 courses. You'll be joining
7,000 other students who know that world-class
learning at Boston University takes place morning,
noon, and night.

Admit it — during your cornier moments, you too have -wished that life could
be more like it is in musicals. La honor of the ever-pervasive spring musical,
we've channeled the spirit of Rodgers and Hammerstein to tell you which
musical best matches your spring forecast So it's okay if the gorgeous
spring weather makes you want to break out into song — tell those people
giving you strange looks on the Long Walk that Tripod Horoscopes said that
everything's coming up roses.

AOLCJAfULJS
Your three eldest daughters Will Live in
abject poverty, move to -6iberia, and
renounce their reLigion (respectively). Oh.
and there is a chance you Will be driven
out of your homeiov/n by uniformed men
With guns. IVjazeL tov!
Lucky musicaL fiddler on the Roof

BOSTON!
[UNIVERSITY

S U M M E R

617-353-5124 • www.bu.edu/summer

TERM

Your predilection for gang Life may eventually get you shot, but it's okay,
because you're feeling pretty, oh so pretty. Pretty and Witty and bright, in fact.
That random snapping on the Long
Walk, though, has to go.
Lucky musicaL West t>\de Story

Prsces
f^e&fUJAPty 13 - M A R C H 20

it's alL Well and good to shoot up. have
random orgies, and refuse to pay rent until you contract a Life-threatening disease. Then you'll sing about it until you
sLowLy Wither into oblivion. Viva La Vie
boheme.
Lucky musical:

AUGUST 23 - SepTEMCEft. 22
Don't be surprised if you find yourself
inexplicably attracted to baLLs of yarn
and sprouting tufts of fur under your
belly. Just before you b<egin Licking yourself, though. you'Ll ascend to heaven in a
rubber tire.
Lucky musicaL Cats

AfcJGS

LffeRA

MAR-CH 2 1 - ApftJL 19

SEPTEMBER. 23 - Ocro&Efi. 22

A complete stranger Will teLL you you're
due for a makeover. You are, but try not to
be offended. As Long as you remember
where the rain in -5pain falls, youl! pass
for decent society. Who knows, you might
even get Lucky at the horseraces.
Lucky musical W\y pair Lady

You're gonna have the feds on your ass
for a whiLe. so you might as weLL get
used to i t In the meantime. you'LL evade
them by making friends With whores, running for mayor, and joining stuff. Like a
revolution.
Lucky musicaL Les lv|berables

TAUfUJS
- M A M 20
falling in loVe With a billionaire sounds
Like a l l raindrops and roses until you're
running from the Nazis and crossing the
•6wiss Alps. People may look at you
funny when you have seven kids and Look
25, but hey, you can sing and they can't
Lucky musicaL- The -6ound of fvjusic

OCTO&Eft. 23 - NoVEMfcER- 2 1

Your girlfriend's a whore and your bastard son is running around a jungle in
Southeast Asia. If you'd just dodged the
draft Like everyone in jJair. you WouLdn't
have this problem. Watch out for heLicopters.
Lucky musicaL lv|iss Saigon

MAV21-OUME21

NOVEM&EA. 22 - DECEM&Eft. 21

It's the dawning of the Age of Aquarius,
so too bad you're a CJemini. As it is. you'LL
spend your days smoking up and singing
about i t Ivjuch Like the folks in Rent, but
you'Ll dodge the draft, not the electric
biLL
Lucky musicaL JJair

After an impassioned tiff With your Lover
and a fired gunshot or two. you'll find
yourseLf doing the ceLL bLock tango with
other equally disgruntled housewives.
&ut you'Ll Look hot as you're doing i t and
that's all that counts. ' .
Lucky musicaL Chicago

•\

Discover the power of summer.

Leo
OULy 23 - AUGUST 22

O U M E 22 - O U L V 22

Practically perfect in every Way. you'LL
spend your afternoons hanging out With
chimney cleaners, cartoon characters,
and sLiding up staircases. &abysitting
has never been this intense. Qon't forget
your umbrella.
Lucky musicaL N/Jary Poppins

£>ECEM&Eft- 2 2 - OAWUAfty 13

That creepy mask you're Wearing doesn't
fooL the choir girl you're staLking. The
only Way to her heart is to abduct her
and make her Listen to your creepy
falsetto. Watch out for falling chandeliers.
Ludy musicaL The Phantom of the Opera

Ami
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The Hunt for the Perfect Summer Job
I'm not a senior yet. And in two years, I
will rue the day I ever made fun of anyone
searching for a
permanent
after-college
(gasp!) job. For
now at least
though, I still
have the luxury
of
knowing
where I'm living
in
September,
which means
that if I want to
spend all summer working at
a scented candle
factory,
damn it, I can.
But as you can
probably
guess-, I can
think of a few
other employ-

Nobles, I guess my making out in the
stacks fantasy will have to wait until I
come back to school.
As much as it pains me to say it, time is
Next, being a makeup
running out here at Camp Trin. Soon
girl at Neman's, preferably
enough we'll be tearing down our beloved
the Chanel counter. I
vintage wine posters (or those girls in
shouldn't have to tell you
underwear kissing if you're of the male
why this should be dangerpersuasion) and packing up and hopefully
ous, but it can be summed
getting the hell out of Hartford for the sumup in one word: discount.
mer. But three and a half months away
You might get paid more
from this campus is enough make even the
working at these places, but
most stoic of us start to miss the hustle and
I have a feeling my entire
bustle our college life. The only solution is
paycheck would go right
to find a summer job that keeps you occuback into the greedy hands
pied enough that you forget the fact that
of corporate America,
"late night" only means watching Conan
specifically by purchasing
with a pint of Ben and Jerry's.
various bronzers and lip
Unfortunately for me, that magical job
glosses considerably below
has yet to appear. At the time of this article
market value. I do think it
I am still waiting to hear back from around
would be fun to get to play
7580. internships, all of whom take approxwith makeup all day, but
imately six people ... combined (So_ any
I'm not a very good liar. I
alumni reading this, I'm obviously a fabucan't convincingly tell that
www.google.com
lous writer and can color coordinate, so let
80 year old woman that yes,
ra n
unlucky few, your summer job options could look something like this.
me know if you need an intern). And ment opportu- F°
I think her new facelift
although it's been hard to come to terms nities that might be a bit more appealing. bookstore. So, maybe this just seems entic- makes her look exactly like Angelina Jolie.
with, I have finally realized that the lucra- And since I can't really think of any fabu- ing because of that movie with Meg Ryan
I guess there's always babysitting. I
tive job of working directly under Anna lous family connections to exploit, I'm and Tom Hanks^ but I've always wanted to know some kids who can pull down close
get in touch with my alternative side a little to 4000 a summer, and it's all tax free.
more. I could spend my days reading about Unfortunately I don't live on the Upper
But it is fun to watch kids, assuming they're pottyKabbalah and vegan cooking and listening East Side, so I doubt I could pull in that
trained, litde girls, and adorable.
to chill new wave music. I could even get a much cash. But it is fun to watch kids,
pair of character glasses and hook up with assuming they're potty trained, little girls,
Wintour might have to wait until next sum- forced with actually going out there and ... the errio boy that works at the record store and adorable. Hmm, looks like I might
mer.
job hunting. Ew. Unlike some of my down the street! But to satisfy my craving need to screen my clients first.
So, like all of us, I'm wondering what friends who landed sweet paid internships for Delmans and Nanette Lepore, wage
So, it doesn't seem that I'm any closer
my options are. I wish I could offer some or nannying jobs on estates in Europe - I wise I just don't think this is going to cut it. to finding that perfect summer job. I'll just
brilliant advice to everyone out there kid you not - I've set my sights a little And since I don't want to spend my days in keep my fingers crossed that Anna Wintour
searching, but all. I can say is, hey! at least lower. But I have narrowed it down a little the air-conditioned hell that is Barnes and pulls through ...
JULIET IZON

FEATURES WRITER

to a few of my favorites.
First up, working at an independent

.MJkArMllk^MHIirK A

A

Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting! ^On-Campus Intervmws!
Monday, April 18
Tuesday, April 12
University of New Hampshire Upward Bound- Tutor Counselor Positions The Supreme Court of the United States- Marshal's Aide
Summer 2005 •
Tuesday, AprH 19
Manafort Brothers, Inc.- Office Assistant
Johns Hopkins University— Sr. Laboratory Technician
Rotella Capital Management, Inc- Jr. Researcher
Wizdom Systems, Inc.- Systems Engineer Intern
Wednesday, April 13
Wednesday, April 20
New Dimensions in Technology, Inc.- Inside Sales Representative
Joslin Diabetes Center- Research Assistant/ Patient Recruiter
Putnam Camp- Summer Positions
The Renaissance Network- Inside Advertising Sales Representative
Thursday, April 21
Museum of Science- Summer Lectures and Special Events/Marketing
The Defender Association— Investigator Intern Program
Internship
Tufts University- Summer English Language Program Resident Counselor Caliber Associates Inc.— Research Assistant
Tribune FOX 61/WTIC -Tribune Television Account Executive; Chief
Supreme Court of the United States- Library Assistant
Photographer; Production Technician (FT); News Writer/ Producer
NBC 30/WWT- Photographer
Friday. April IS
Repligen Corporation— Quality Control Associate
The Summer Institute for the Gifted- Counselor /Teaching Assistant
Collegiate School—The Collegiate School Teaching Institute for Students
Friday. April 22
of Color-Summer 2005
Brigham's Ice Cream- Event Planning
Queens College- New York Union Semester Program
Yale University School of Medicine-Research Assistant
Harvard Real Estate Services- Housing-Office Assistant
Caliber Associates, Inc.-Technical Assistance Coordinator
United Technologies- OPS Transformation Rotation Program
StreetSquash- Director of Squash and Community Service
Institute for Women's Policy Research- Development Fellow
Rockridge Institute— Internship Opportunities .
..
.
Cadwalader, Wickersham & Tart- Paralegal
Partsearch Technologies- Merchandising and Online Marketing Specialist
Saturday, Agrit 23
Praxis, Inc.— Research Technician
HealthMETRICS Partners, Inc.- Analyst
The Alliance for Conflict Transformation- 2005 Summer Institute in
Cushman & Wakefield- Marketing Specialist
Peace-building & Conflict Resolution
John S. Herold, Inc.- Analyst Support Associate
Adnet Systems, Inc.- Government Internships 2005
New York Life- Financial Services Professional
Vermont Academy- Teaching Internship/ Bentley Fellowship
Go Film- Office Manager
The Hartford Seminary- Technology Support Assistant
Kirkland Search- Sales Engineer
The Fine Arts Work Center- Summer Intern
Dreyfus Corporation-Investment Risk Analysis MBA Intern
Vermont Institute of Natural Science- Seasonal Environmental Educator
Sunday- April 17
Xavier High School- Music Teacher
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
Monday, April 18
Biodei, Inc.- Summer Research Associate
CME Associates, Inc.- Entry-fcevel Civil Engineer; Survey Party Chief;
Rod Man
Columbia University— Law School Development Coordinator (Reunions)

http://trincoii.ereeruiting.c0m
We're available RSonday through Friday, 8:30 AB8 to S:00 PM
WaHc-in hours are 12,00 to 5.00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on events,
special programs and job listings

.Oil
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It's Official: Fabolous, NunsonsQ - Because W e
Reel Big Fish, Howie All Love to Mock Religion
A Diverse Group of Acts to Play Spring Weekend '05

JENNIFER MOOR

on hold. The conflicts between the Board
of Health and the convent have become
large crew that actually do a lot of his lines
ERIC DAUCHER
Selected as one of the two Spring more and more heated as these remaining
for him. The advantage of this setup over a
ARTS EDITOR
solo performance is that it adds a lot of ver- musicals to be performed this semester, sisters are being kept in the Abbey freezer
Now that it's official that Fabolous, satility, and potentially allows for solid Dan Goggin's "Nunsense" proved no truer until enough funds have been raised.
Reel Big Fish, and Howie Day will be pro- sound and verse layering. However, opin- sentiment this past weekend than the old However time is running out.
The somewhat morbid context for
viding the musical entertainment for this ion of the lyrical prowess of his backing cliche: less is more. The entire cast was
year's Spring Weekend, we thought it group seems shaky at best - there's a pret- made up of only five girls and, as the Mount Saint Helen's performance is commight be worthwhile to offer a little insight ty good reason that these guys aren't fea- musical's title should indicate, the cos- pletely masked, however, by the hysterical
into their live shows for those who are tured on his album tracks. Still, critical tume/set design was very minimal. cast of characters who live there and their
unfamiliar with them, and see what some opinion is that he puts on a better concert However what the Abbey of Mount Saint ambitions to become a star. Sister Robert
students around campus think about the than Ludacris does, so if you enjoyed that Helen lacked in presentation, it made up Anne, played by freshman Angelica
Castaneda, welcomed the crowd into the
icert last Spring, there's a for in the pious personas of its sisters.
"Nunsense" transformed the Goodwin convent. The only nun clad in white tennis
ent chance that you'll like
theatre on campus into a place of religious shoes beneath her robes, Robert Anne was
IOIOUS too.
j
Reel Big Fish is a 6-piece worship where the audience was immedi- proclaimed by one audience member as
'itar, bass, drums, two trumpets, ately inducted. The "nuns" greeted the the "sassy sister." As she strut the stage
a trombone) third-wave ska audience as they filed into the theatre and with her streetwise swagger, this sister
d that first hit it big back in the set the stage for the hilarity that was to could have elicited no more appropriate
with songs like "Sell Out," follow. The audience instantly was an epithet as she without a doubt provided
>ie Setup" and "She's Got a absorbed and amused as they watched the attitude of this abbey. However, music
lfriend Now." For anyone who their friends and classmates in full habit was behind the muscle of this nun as she
revealed in her song that saved the day, "I
isn't know what ska music fulfilling their religious roles.
nds like, think low-distortion
The superficial storyline of the show Just Wanna be a Star." The title says it all.
ver-pop with a horn section. is that these five nuns are attempting to
The only sister, it seemed, who could
1
ile Reel Big Fish were certain- bring in some sort of revenue to their con- check Sister Robert Anne's 'hide, was the
www.googie.com \ynoi the inventors of the genre, vent by holding a talent show. This dire resident Abbey authority of Reverend
they were among the most suc- need for cash stems from the fact that the Mother Mary Regina. Jamie Tracey '06
Howie Day after a live show.
cessful.
Energy,
humor, a lot of improvisa- Abbey suffered a fatal encounter with a played this part with such convincing
lineup.,
tion,
and
a
ton
of
quirky cover songs char- very potent dinner stew that almost deci- character that I have to say it took me a
Fabolous, our headlining act, is a rapacterize
their
live
shows
- all of which gen- mated their population. While the majori- moment to adjust to seeing her in blue
per who became famous thanks to his hit
erally
makes
for
a
positive
concert experi- ty of these sorry sisters received a proper jeans after the show. Tracey was hilarious
"Young'n" better know as "Holla Back,"
burial, a somewhat debated VCR purchase as the matriarch of the Abbey who paired
off bis 2001 debut Ghetto Fabolous. In
by the Reverend Mother caused the
concert he generally performs with a fairly
see RAP on page 19
internment of the last four sisters to be put
see SELLOUT on page 18
ARTS WRITER

Austin Arts Centers PutsOn
Annual Studio Arts Display
Student Visual Artwork Showing in Widener Gallery

best art work from the introductory art
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR courses at Trinity, and this year the art
The Studio Arts Show in the Widener pieces are quite remarkable.
Each Drawing piece is black and white,
Gallery of the Austin Arts Center opened
Wednesday, April 6 and will remain open to made with charcoals or pen, and focuses on
all for a week. The show is predominately different perspectives. Painting I worked on
a display of art work from introductory art still-life paintings in color using subjects
courses offered at Trinity. Included are such as vegetables, candies, and flowers
pieces of art work from both the fall and with complex backgrounds. Painting II
studied color theory,
explored sketch painting, and concentrated on
large scale complex stilllife. Design classes use
only black and white,
and create optical illusions with various basic
organizations.
The
pieces from sculpture
class are abstract, made
of plaster, and painted in
color.
Photography
classes have assignments in black and white
and focus on human subAbi Moldover jects. There are also
Student art on display in Austin Arts Center.
many cardboard strucspring semesters. Work produced by stu- tures scattered throughout the show, which
dents from Drawing I, Painting I and n, are large-scale portrayals of common
Design, Sculpture, Photography, and other objects such as goggles, a trashcan, a
classes are represented. Each piece is done blender, and a salt shaker. Some other strucby a student as a class assignment, and was tures are hanging and made of wire, while
chosen for the show without the previous others are made of macaroni, Q-tips, and
knowledge of the student. Each, spring
there is a studio arts show spotlighting the
see ART on page 18
KARA TAKES UYE

Studio Arts Annual
Wednesday, 4/6 - Wednesday 4.27,1-6 pan.
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
This annual exhibition features the work of students enrolled in Studio Arts
courses. The gallery will re-open for the Studio Arts Senior exhibition on May 21 and
22.
Yin Mei Dance In "Nomad: The River"
Friday, April 15 at 8 p jn.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
This new modern dance theater work is inspired by choreographer Yin Mei's
childhood growing up along the banks of China's Yellow River during the Cultural
Revolution. Nomad: The River invokes the potent forces of China's Yellow and
India's Ganges Rivers, both holy, mythical cradles of civilization that are occasionally destructive. For this evening-length work for seven dancers, Yin Mei collaborated
with media artist, composer and sound designer Chris Salter and with lighting designer ShaoLia.
Nomad has been commissioned by Dance Theater Workshop in NYC, where it
will premiere March 9-12, 2005. With the twin successes of Empty Tradition/City of
Peonies and Asunder (which toured 11 U.S. cities in 2002-2003), Yin Mei has established herself as a choreographer uniquely positioned to explore themes of artistic and
spiritual significance arising at the intersection between Asian traditional performance and Western contemporary dance theater.
Department of Music presents:
.
•
Trinity College Concert Choir
Sunday, April 17 at 8 pjtn.
Trinity College Raether Library's DiBenedetto Reading Room
Classical and popular choral works are performed by student soloists in this
annual spring concert conducted by Professor Gerald Moshell.

austinarts.org

APRIL
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UecUm
Sex, Booze, and Gratuitous Violence Might Sound Old-Hat, but They Have Never Been Done Like this Before
EVAN NORRIS
NEWS EDITOR

becoming bystanders on its streets of Basin
City and subscribers to its unwritten laws.
It is a credit to Rodriguez and his t ntire
visual effects teams that he was not only
able to transport intact the color and texture
of a graphic novel onto the big screen but
was able, by creating a sense of gravity and

confinement, to bring his audience closer
to his vision. When Miho, a prostitute
skilled with a katana, cuts a bad guy's
throat, blood splashes across her face. It
could just as easily be our faces saturated in
blood - we are that close to the action.
Sin City weaves together three story-

Sin City is a movie on the edge of a
knife. Based on the graphic novels "Sin
City," "The Big Fat Kill," and "That
Yellow Bastard," and illustrated and written by Frank Miller, the film tells the story
of the depraved metropolis Basin City and
HELL OF A WAY
TO END
its unscrupulous denizens. Directed by
A PARTHEkSHlP,
Robert Rodriguez to emulate comic book
frames and containing explicit and sustained violence, Sin City is graphic in every
sense of the word. At times it is difficult to
watch. The violence, though stylized,
remains lifelike and themes of cannibalism,
rape, torture and mutilation figure into the
movie's plot lines.
By no means is Sin City a newer and
darker Dick Tracy. It has no heroes, only
the bad and the worse. But the audience
knows who to root for. If one character
maims and kills another character who we
know to have committed a more egregious
criminal act, then the difference becomes
clear. This is the perverse logic of Sin City,
and because Rodriguez frames the movie
so well, the audience embraces the logic,
Hartigan administering the Coup d e Grace t o a former friend.

lines set at different times in the history of
Basin City. The most visceral vignette is
that of Marv, a street tough who goes on a
killing spree after, a beautiful women is
murdered in bed next to him as he sleeps.
Marv is played expertly by Mickey
Rourke, who gives the finest performance
in Sin City. Marv is more complicated than
he looks, almost impossible to kill, and
extremely protective of women. His segment is the most stomach churning, but
also the funniest. In a running joke, Marv
steals the expensive jackets of the men he
kills. He is a good man, after all, if only
because he has destroyed more sinful men
than himself.
A second storyline features Clive Owen
as Dwight, who accidentally kills a hero
cop in Old Town, a secluded corner of
Basin City that enjoys a shaky peace
between prostitutes and the police. The
murder of a cop in Old Town would destroy
the truce and invite organized crime into
the area. Dwight is charged with covering
up the murder and disposing of the body.

www.google.com

see SIN on page 19

A Man ofNo Importance Pays Tribute to Oscar Wilde
continued from page 1
the entire show. Not only were the vocals
impressive, but the Irish accent didn't slip
once during trie" entire song, which has to
be fairly challenging. More importantly
however, the~ song outlined some of the
show's major dramatic tension, setting up
most of the events that followed it.
Although Lily is older than her brother, she
feels that she cannot get married until he
does, a fact that becomes significantly
more problematic as the plot moves forward and the audience learns more about

Alfie and his fascination with the work of
Oscar Wilde.
Although his spirit only makes a few
relatively brief appearances, Wilde is perhaps the most important figure in the entire

notable song was "The Streets of Dublin,"
featuring Alfie's driver and best friend
Robbie Faye, played by Patrick Greene
'07, who had possibly the strongest voice
in the entire cast. This song was all about

For the most part the characters come across as surprisingly human, and avoid the trap of one-dimensional
personalities.
play. Aside from the overt references to
performances of The Importance of Being
Earnest and Salome, the dialogue of the show is positively
littered with minor allusions.
While some of these literary
winks at the audience are
explicitly revealed towards the
end, others could be missed
entirely. Perhaps one of the
best things about A Man of No
Importance is the amount of
foreshadowing hidden in the
apparently idle conversation
between various characters
onstage. While the end of the
first act is written to come as
something of surprise to the
audience, someone familiar
with Wilde's history will have
seen it coming from the very
first scene on the bus.

Abi Moldover

Another

Alfie Byrne discusses a problematic scene.

particularly

When it's Timeto
Pock Up and Go Home
WE CAN PICK-UP. STORE AND REDELIVER IN THE FALL
We specialize in packing
and shipping small loads.
)

•k Student Storage
* Custom crating and packing
* Shipping trom 1 to 1,000 pounds •

ment in the early parts of the play, particularly in the song "Going Up," by the end he
is one of the pseudo-villains whose serious
nature is conveyed particularly well in
"Confusing Times." For the most part the
characters come across as surprisingly
human, and avoid the trap of one-dimensional personalities that are prevalent in
both traditional comedy and tragedy. A
Man of No Importance deals with very real,
and very serious themes, including love,
family, religion, and the conflicts that can
arise because of them. It wasn't remotely
what I expected going into it, but it was
absolutely worth seeing. In the event that
you missed the shows this year, I'd suggest
that you check out some of the plays that
the Department of Music puts on next year
- they're a talented bunch of people.

what "normal" workingmen in Dublin
were expected to do - a world that Alfie
felt entirely uncomfortable in. While Faye
intended it as a friendly invitation to Alfie
to come join the "normal" crowd, it only
served to increase his discomfort and highlight his abnormality. This tension between
the socially acceptable and the personally
desirable became another one
of the major running themes hi
the show.
As a whole, the play is an
interesting mix of comedy,
tragedy, and straight up drama.
There isn't a single character
that can be singled out as the
comedic relief. A great example of this is the local butcher
William
Carney,
played
Douglas Goodman '06. While
his over-the-top lines, and generally larger-than-life persona
Abi Moldover
make him a great comic ele- An emotional scene between Alfie and Adele.

A Morning in the
Chem lab r an Afternoon
at the Beach
Choose from over 600 courses. You'll be joining
7,000 other students who know that world-class
learning at Boston University also means world-class
summertime fun in Boston.

Discover the power of summer.
•k Packaging supplies • boxes, tape, peanuts,
custom molded foam

BOSTON
UNIVERSITY

CENTER

199 Adams Street, Manchester

S U M M E R

645-8200 1-888-593-6683

Monday thru Friday 9:00 to 5:00 G Saturday 9:00 to 12:00 www.moveall.eom
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Art on Display in the Sellout Musical Nunsense Proves
AAC Widener Gallery that atTrinity, Nothing is Sacred
continued from page 16

continued from page 16

clothesline clips.
Each and every work of art
included in the show is very
impressive, especially considering
the pieces are taken from introductory art courses.
There are certain works of art
that stood out to me most. There
is a curving macaroni structure by
Grace Becket '05 that I appreciated most for its uniqueness. There
are also three dimensional large
scale goggles on the wall by
Maggie Schott '06. Maggie
Rivara '07 constructed a very

a disciplined and endearing
demeanor with a circus background that begged to 'Turn up
the Spotlight."
Regina's right-hand woman
was Sister May Hubert played by

white tape on a black board background, and each work of art
seems to create an optical illusion.
Ben Leong '06 constructed a
cardboard trashcan in his design
class, and also contributed a painting from his Painting I class.
Leong was pleased to see his work
on display. He said, "It's always
flattering to have your work put
on display, it's nice to be recognized."
Emily Allen '08 contributed
10 pieces to the art show, including work from her fall Drawing I
class and spring
Painting
I
class. Allen
said, "I think
it's
really
important to
put up pieces
from the intro
courses. It's
so great to be
able to go in
and see my
own work. I
love how the
show is open
all the time
and there is
Abi Moldover
such a great
A student wanders through the exhibit
selection of
realistic blender out of cardboard. different media."
. Ed Wellington '06 contributed
Everyone should stop by
a series of works from his design "Austin Arts before Wednesday,
class. Each of his pieces has April 13.

EROS and Area 2
Backyard BBQ Bash
2005

Friday, April 15 at 5 pm
in back of the EROS house
I B Crescent Street
(Blue house across from Stowe)
Come have a Fridayafternoon snack
and see the EROS house
$1 to get in and munch all you like

Convent," was punctuated by the
tapping of her toes and her
comedic choreography that made
this novice an expert in entertainment.
Finally, there's no way I
could forget this fifth nun,

"Nunsense" sheds a new light on the
monastfc life... and I don't think the theater or the Church will ever be the same.
junior Ashley Vitha. As her name
suggests, Hubert cracked the
audience up as the convent's second in command with somewhat
of a competitive complex. Her
playful rivalry with the Reverend
Mother was hysterical, and her
instructions of how to become
canonized brought down the
house in the song "Holier Than
Thou": without a doubt one of
the show's best numbers.
Hubert's secondary role left
her hi charge of the novices, one
of whom was Sister Mary Leo,
played by Lila Claghorn '08.
New to the monastic life, this sister, it seemed, just couldn't let go
of her secular dreams to become
a star. Refusing to conform just
yet to the convent, Sister Leo
slayed the audience as she hiked
up her habit skirt and swept
across the stage in pink satin toe
shoes. Her pedantic number
about prayer, "Morning at the

although she forgot just about
everything else. Appropriately
named Sister Mary Amnesia,
played by Natalie Davidzon '08,

spent the entire show trying to
remember her character's real
identity. With the help of the four
other nuns, and a hilarious hand
puppet in the song "So You Want
to Be a Nun"(one of the show's
funniest
numbers),
Sister
Amnesia recovers her memory as
well as her long lost aspirations
to become a country singer.
"Nunsense" sheds a new
light on the monastic life ... a
spotlight that is ... and I don't
think the theater or the Church
will ever be the same.
Hollywood needs look no further
for its next leading ladies than
the Abbey of Mount Saint Helen.

Angelica Casteneda

The entire cast of "Nunsense" poses before the show.

Stooge-O-Rama Apr. 8-9
8 at 9:55 p.m. and 9 at 2:30 p.m. and 9:55 pjn.
Someone at Columbia Pictures must have gotten into the happy juice when greenlighting the creation of new 35mm prints of six shorts starring those cantankerous, lowrent anarchists known to the world as The Three Stooges. Not that we're complaining - it's
been way too long since Curly, Larry and Moe tore up the big screen, bringing chaos to
whatever bizarro money-making scheme they set their sights on. Posing asTioctors, professors (!), radio station janitors and even Nazi spies, the Stooges poked fun (and more
than a few eyeballs) at the dream of upward mobility. Rnuckleheads of the world. 110 min.
April in Paris Film Festival Apr. 10-16
10 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30 p jn. 11-15 at 7:30 p.m. 16 2:30 p m . amd 8:00 pJn.
April in Paris is the "brainchild" of Professors Sonia Lee and Karen Humphreys oTrinity
College's Department of Modern Languages. However, the project would not have been
realized without the hard work of Christine McMorris and the dynamism of cinestudio's
directors, Peter McMorris and James Hanley. A formidable team!
The intention of this festival is to offer to the Hartford area a new annual cultural
event that will celebrate and explore the work of filmmakers working in the French language, be they from France, Canada, Africa or.the Caribbean. The festival, which will
take place at Cinestudio on the campus of Trinity College, is being presented in conjunction with a special course being taught at Trinity by Professors Lee and Humphreys..
The Chorus Apr. 17-19
17 at 2:30 pjn. and 7:30 p.m. and 18-19 at 7:30 pjn.
France's official entry for the Academy Award® for Best Foreign Film tells the story
of an unassuming teacher (Gerard Jugnot) who arrives at a school for "wayward" boys in
a small town in France just after World War II. The school's lack of funds, a fascistic headmaster, and the boys' own stubbornness, all stand in the way of his dream - to create a boys
choir with a purity of sound that, in a piece like Rameau's "O Nuit," approaches the otherworldly. The gorgeous voices on screen belong to the Petits Chanteurs de Saint Marc
choir, and soloist Jean-Baptiste Maunier, who plays an out-and-out troublemaker, blessed
with an ethereal soprano. 96 min.

The Eyeball: A Film Festival Apr. 20
4:00 p.m.
The Eyeball is a film festival for college students from Trinity College and other surrounding schools. Students will be submitting films no longer than 10 minutes'. Prizes will
be awarded at the Festival, including a Grand Prize of $500, and a People's Choice Award.
You can contact the organizers at eyeball420@gmail.com. This Festival is spnsored by
The Hartford Film Club. Admission is
free..
'
Callas Forever Apr. 20-23
E20-22 at 7:30 p.m. and 23 at 2:30 pjn. and 7:30 p.m.
Twenty-five years after the death of Maria Callas, Franco Zeffirelh has made a touching tribute to his friend and collaborator. The film covers her last year, when she was in
mourning for her voice and her unfaithful lover, Aristotle Onassis. Shut up in a Paris apartment, she is rescued by an old friend (Joan Plowright) and an. opera impresario, played by
Jeremy Irons as a stand-in for ZefHrelli. Their project - for Callas to lip-synch to her
younger voice hi a film production of Carmen - sadly only exists in the realm of fiction.
French actress Fanny Ardant inhabits the singer's dizzying emotional heights and depths,
while the soundtrack of incomparable Callas recordings does the rest.
cinestudio.org
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Rap, Pop, and Ska Will All Sin City is a Visceral Tale
Be Represented this Spring of Sacrifice and Revenge
continued from page 16

on one of his effects pedals, playing a guitar line, and then releasing the pedal His
amps and soundboard capture that line and
begin to loop it. He then repeats the
process, building up a song line by line,
and eventually adds vocals to the mix. The
end result is a track with more reverb than
you're ever likely to see in any other live
show. It's a cool sound the first time you
hear it, but after three or four songs in a
row in that format it all blurs together.
That can be good or bad depending on
your perspective, because his lyrics, which
Geoff Schneider '06 describes as "emotional bullshit," become completely indistinguishable.
On the other hand, he's also been
known to completely abandon the effects
pedals and play a straight-up acoustic set.
There's no denying that he's a solid guitar
player, and even though his vocal style
isn't a favorite of mine, plenty of people
probably will like it. If you're into light
acoustic pop, Howie Day
should be right up your alley.
Without question, the
biggest strength of this year's
Spring Weekend is the diversity
of the genres represented. Its
quite evident that TCAC put a
lot of thought into trying to find
something for every type of
music fan at Trinity. Unless
you've got some unusually
eclectic tastes, it's unlikely that
you'll be excited about all three
| performers, but most people
www.Google.com s h o u l d f m d a t l e a s t o n e o f m e
Frontman Aaron Barrett and the Fish Rocking Out a c t s worth going to.

ence. In any given show you're likely to
hear Metallica's "Enter Sandman," Duran
Duran's "Hungry Like the Wolf," or
Ahha's "Take on Me." Although they may
have lost a bit of the energy they had back
in the late 90s, it should still be a good
time. Josh Blair '06 offers the opinion
that, "Reel Big Fish is gonna be cool ...
they do a lot of covers and they sing that
song 'beer,'" which is pretty much right on
the mark.
Howie Day is a bit more of bit and
miss performer. If you're unfamiliar with
him, William Suter '06 describes him as "a
really lame John Mayer; he's like a Ryan
Cabrera, he's weak." When he performs
with his backing band he can deliver pretty solid renditions of his album tracks.
Unfortunately, according to ids website all
of his shows this spring will be solo performances. His solo shows are often a
unique experience. He starts by stepping

continued from page 17

The stars of Dwight's story are really the
women of Old Town. Smart, mean and
gun-toting, they are perfectly able to
defend themselves from outsiders without
the help of men. For this vignette, Quentin
Tarantino was invited to direct one of the
scenes.

these stark terms that the movie is set. The
emotions and the characters of Sin City are
as sharply contrasting and as simple as its
shades of black and white.
Sin City marks a watershed moment in
American moviemaking. Filmed entirely
with digital cameras and shot exclusively
on a digital back lot, it uses the technology

The three stories, although containing different elements and tones, all deal with identical themes:
revenge and sacrifice.
The third segment of Sin City spans
eight years. It tells the story of Hartigan,
an honest cop who is incarcerated for a
crime he didn't commit. He defies the
orders of his superiors in order to stop the
son of influential Senator Rourk from raping a young girl. He is successful, but
Hartigan is put in prison and Rourk Jr. survives. The girl saved by Hartigan, little
Nancy Callahan, writes him every week in
jail for eight years. The letters keep him
alive, prevent him from killing himself.
When he's eventually released, Hartigan
tracks down Nancy only to find that Rourk.
Jr., now deformed and tinted yellow, is still
eager to ravage her. Hartigan, an old man
with a failing heart, now sets himself to kill
the Yellow Bastard and save Nancy again.
The three stories, although containing
different elements and tones, all deal with
identical themes: revenge and sacrifice.
The antiheroes of each vignette set themselves to right a wrong and often forfeit
their lives to achieve such an end. It is in

of a new generation of cinema. Not only
that, but it is, at least visually, without
equal. In a way it is a comic book brought
to life, but in another, perhaps more important way, it is an uncompromised vision
brought to life. What could be more rare in
Hollywood?

www.google.com

Gait packs a punch in Sin C'rty.

.SSIONS BEGIN MAY 18 AND JULY 5

Earn three credits in three weeks
with our new Mayterm

SUMMERTERM
1st ~tm^ Recording Concert
Citadel of Low Mais Choir

Open to all current college
students and adult learners
• Ideal for area students home from college
• Begin a master's program
• Small, focused classes

Ciceiy Tyson School Con«1 Choir

Flexibility and choice
• Two convenient sessions
• Day and evening classes
• More than 400 courses

Focus on your studies, get ahead, and
fulfill general education requirements.

Call today
860.768.4978

summer@hartford.edu
www.hartfo rd.edu
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6 p.m. -April 15
Pietasters, Fourset Cabs, Public
Disturbance, Axis of Evil, Marx
Revolutions, Carry on The Fallen
Hearts
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John Williams
7:30 p.m. April 13
From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs.
Basil E. Frankweiler
10:30 a.m. April 14
12:30 p.m. Aprii 14

6 p.m. -Aprii 16
Collective Soul, X-lt, General
Warning, Reaxis

6 p.m. -April 17
Hank III, Airforce Johnny, No Hope
For Heros, Fortune 5 Failure

Peter Pan
7:30 p.m. April 14, 15, 16
2 p.m. April 16
1 p.m. April 17
6:30 p.m. April 17

Classifieds
Work
Around
Glasses
This
Semester!!!
Flexible
Schedules.
Evening and weekends available.
Customer sales/service. Good Pay.
No experience required. Great work
environment. Possible Scholarships
awarded. Ideal for all majors. All
Ages 18+ Certain Conditions apply.
Call for an interview today! 860-2420670
.
|Spring Break 2005- Travel with STS,
terica's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/Reservations 1800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
*^**Ticket Sale**** Lenny Kravitz @
the Oakdale,** Nelly @ Madison Square
Garden**, **Aiicia Keys @ Radio City
Music Hall**. Any Sports Events or
Broadway shows look us up online at
BTTickets.com or call us at 1-888-RD Yanks!

Chapel Happenings
TUESDAY-April 12
12 p.m. Second Tuesday - Reflection
by Anthony Riley '08
9:30p.m. BANQUET, a student led
prayer service - Chapel
WEDNESDAY-April 13
12 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass-Crypt
Chapel
4 p.m. Sacrament of Reconciliation
(RC) - Verger's Room
5 p.m. Carillon Lessons
6 p.m. Change Ringing Lessons
THURSDAY r-April 14
12 p.m. Centering Prayer (RC) Verger's Room
6:30p.m. Buddhist Peace Fellowship
Lecture - Main Chapel

Students, Faculty: Advertise in Classifieds.
Looking for babysitters or someone to rake
your leaves? Want to sell furniture or appliances from your dorm room? Job offerings? Include your ad in our classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
mquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu
..

FRIDAY-April 15
1:05 p.m.Muslim Prayers - Verger's
Room
5 p.m. Quran Class - Verger's Room
SATURDAY-April 16
7:30 p.m.City Singers of Hartford "Celtic Fire" concert - Main
Chapel
SUNDAY-April 17
5:15 p.m.Vespers Service, in the Chapel
Music by Chapel Singers
Sermon by Sarah Schneider
'05
6:05 p.m.Holy Eucharist - Crypt Chapel
9:30 p.m. Recitation of the Rosary Friendship Chapel
10 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass

Please visit our Web site at: www.trincoll.edu/chapel for worship service schedules and further
information on Chapel events.

of
7 p.m.
Wednesday, April 13, 2005
Alumni Lounge
"The Occult Science of Politics: Medieval Political
Astrology and Maciavelli"
Professor Nederman, an expert on medieval political philosophy, has pioneered the study of the medieval roots of tolerance in European culture. His book Worlds of Difference:
European
Discourses
of
Toleration,
c.1100-c.1550
{Pennsylvania State University Press, 2000) provides scholars
and students with a challenging revision of how the idea of
religious and political tolerance evolved in Europe. He has
also co-edited Talking Democracy: Historical Approaches to
Rhetoric and Democratic Theory (Pennsylvania State
University Press, 2004), Beyond the Persecuting Society:
Religious Toleration Before the Enlightenment (University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1998), and Difference and Dissent:
Theories of Toleration in Medieval and Early Modern Europe
(Rowman & Littlefield, 1996).

Julie Hirsh is a freshman student who has just recently come back to the U.S.
from having spent the 2003-2004 year in Israel. Before coming to Trinity, Julie decided to defer her acceptance and instead study at Hebrew University, volunteer in the
impoverished neighborhoods of Tiberius, and work at a Bedouin camel ranch in the
middle of the Judean Desert and on various army bases on the Lebanon border. Doing
so gave this English major the rare opportunity to enhance her knowledge of her
Jewish background and already fluent proficiency in Hebrew. Julie recalls how "my
year in Israel also opened my eyes to the liveliness of mid-Eastern culture where hiking in the Eilat mountains and visiting Arab Christians in Nazrat [Nazareth] were regular occurrences on the weekends."Nowadays Julie actively participates in Hillel, our college's Jewish organization, by promoting their human rights initiative. Working together with Hayley
Einhom, a senior and former Hillel president, these girls coordinated a campus-wide
bone marrow drive on Sunday, April 3rd. This project will contribute marrow to The
Gift of Life Foundation in hopes of restoring genetic information that links victims of
Holocaust together, and increasing the Jewish pool of potential bone marrow donors
internationally. Hiilel also took the opportunity during this event to educate the Trinity
community about the current Darfur genocide, and The Gift of Life scientific information and testmomals \da display board presentations.
Julie feels passionate about Hillel for being like home and representing the
"most committed and generous community of students and faculty advisors I have ever
seen." Julie also serves in Friends Active in Civic Engagement and Service (also
known as "FACES") as the Hillel representative, and works during the weekdays as an
intern for Mazon, an organization that seeks to alleviate hunger and homelessness.
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Men's Lacrosse Starts Season with Mixed Results
PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER

Bantams had fully displayed their
ability to the tune of an 11-4 win.
Since the beginning of the Freshman attacker Kris Tedeschi
season, the men's lacrosse team netted four goals, while fellow
has shown the talent and ability to attacker Peter Mclntire '06 led
play even the best teams, and the offense with four goals and
have shown solid improvement. two assists. Junior goalkeeper
The downside is that men's Jakob Isbrandtsen was fantastic,
lacrosse is one of the tightest and making 12 saves and allowing
most competitive sports in the only a single goal in his three
NESCAC, and Trinity has strug- periods of play.
gled in the early going.
Less than a week later, in
The season started off against Trinity's NESCAC season opener
visiting Roger Williams. Trinity at Bates, the Bantams fell behind
dominated almost every aspect of early and were disappointed when
the contest, exploding out of the a fantastic comeback fell just
gate to a 5-1 lead after one period. short. Mclntire and junior midBy the end of the fourth, the fielder Chad Burdette each scored

Chuck Pratt

Trinity defeated Colby, 10-3 in front of the home crowd.

goals to keep Trinity in the game,
and late in the fourth quarter the
tearn found itself down 7-2.
That was the turning point
and in less than four minutes, the
team turned up the heat with
goals by junior midfielder Nick
Petri, sophomore attacker Curtis
Kahn, and a second by Burnett.
The burst came too late in the
game to complete comeback, as
Bates was able to hold possession
and run-out the final 40 seconds
of the game for a 7-5 final.
The scoring of those last few
minutes carried into the following
home contest against Keene
State, a game Head Coach Brian.
Silcott called the one the team has
"played the best in so far."
Playmaking was the name of the
game, as the Bantams netted 13
goals and six assists. Other than a
quiet fourth period that saw only
a single goal by each side, this
was an offensive match, which
ended with the score of 13-6.
Isbrandtsen had 22 saves in goal,
and midfielder Chris Walsh '07,
Mclntire, and Kahn each record-ed hat tricks.
The Bantams then began a
stretch of NESCAC games that
saw Trinity's struggles continue
against visiting Amherst. Into the
second period, the game looked
to be a close, low-scoring contest,
but Amherst scored five goals in
the minutes before the half.
Trinity's defense was unable to
slow the Amherst attack and the

Chuck Pratt
The Bantams got their first NESCAC win of the season Saturday.

offense couldn't to pick up the
slack. The lackluster effort ended
in a 12-2 defeat.
By far the most heartbreaking
game of the season came at the
hands of visiting Connecticut
College. The game was tight and
well played by both sides and
seemed to be headed Trinity's
way when they scored three j:onsecutive goals and held a 6-5 lead
near the end of the third period.
Connecticut College then rung up
four straight goals, with a lastgasp Bantam goal leaving the
score 9-7 and despite three assists
by Kahn and two goals each for
Burdette and Tedeschi, Trinity
lost the game. In a game many

felt could have been won, "we felt
like we just let it get away from
us", said Silcott.
In their next game at Tufts,
the Bantams, perhaps still reeling
from the loss to the Camels, again
put forth a uninspiring performance. The Bantams were again
unable to muster much offensively, attempting only eight shots for
the day and allowing seven goals
in the first half of a 9-2 loss.
Looking to get their season
back on track, Trinity took on
Colby this past Saturday again in
front of the home crowd. Both
Walsh and Kahn continued their
see MEN'S on page 22

A Tough Week Ahead
for Men's Tennis Team
continued from page 24

the match which was also shortened due to
inclement weather.
Looking ahead to this next week for the
Bantams, they will play three very tough
matches within the week and they need to
stay focused not fall out of contention for
the top spot in the NESCAC
The first match will be on Tuesday
against Amherst and if nothing more, a lot
of pride will be on the line as is always the
case against the Lord Jeffs. After the
Amherst match on Tuesday, however, the
Bantams will play the two top- ranked
teams in the country in consecutive matches. Their first test will be Williams on
Thursday here at the Trinity Courts. The

Ephs are second only to Middlebury not
only in the Northeast but also in all of
Division III tennis.
The home court gives Trinity the better
shot at an upset because after the Williams
match, the Bantams will travel to
Middlebury on Sunday again looking for
the upset.
These next few matches will determine
how the Bantams will enter the NESCAC
tournament at Amherst.
If they can pull off an upset on
Thursday or Sunday, it will defiantly be a
big boost in their stock to win the
NESCACs and achieve the ultimate goal
for the program and go on to the Division
in Championships.

An Afternoon in Corporate
Strategy, an Evening with
the Red Sox

IBOSTON

UNIVERSITY

www.bu.edu/summer

May 30 - July l July 4 - August5

Yale Summer Session 2005
www.yale.edu/sumnter
email: summer.sessicn@yale.ed-u
203 -432-2430

Discover the power of summer.

617-353-5124 •

*• Oysr 130 Yale courses for fullcolLsgs credit
+ Study abroad, creative writing; drama, filmmaking
* Studio art foundations and art courses
* .English Language Institute
* Two foe-week intensive sessions
See web site for information and online application

Choose from over 600 courses. You'll be joining
7,000 other students who know that world-class
learning at Boston University also means world-class
summertime fun in Boston.

S U MH E R

5 fast weeks
to full credit.

TEH M
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Softball Wins Seven Inthe South Men's Lax
Takes Out

Moshier '06 pitched a five-hitter to earn the
solo homers for the Polar Bears.
"It was frustrating and disappointing to win on the mound.
"Our pitchers did a great job in both
The Softball team started their season lose the game on two home runs/' said
with 10 games in Florida, of which they Freeman, "especially when Sarah was games this weekend," said Freeman. "I
won seven and lost three. The Bantams pitching so well, and offensively we had feel like the whole team really came in
opened their season against Mount St. left the bases loaded twice." The Bantams focused and ready to play. We were able to
scored a run in the fourth inning thanks to play within ourselves and closer to our
Mary and defeated them 4-1.
They played Babson later that same a double by Laura Watson '06. The potential."
The Bantams are now 9-8 overall and
day but came up short and lost 6-2. Trinity Bowdoin pitcher allowed only three hits
1-1 in the NESCAC, while the Polar Bears
won their next two games against Salve and one run with 14 strikeouts.
Dougherty went 2 for 3 with a triple improve to 13-4 overall and also 1-1 in the
Regina and Fredonia State, 3-1 and 5-3
respectively, before picking up their second and a homer to lead the Bantams to a 3-2 league.
"I feel good about our performance in
loss against Luther, 4-2. The Bantams win over Bowdoin in the second game of
picked up four consecutive wins, defeating the doubleheader on Saturday. Trinity both games on Saturday," Freeman said.
Grinell, 3-2; Lawrence, 1-0; Middlebury, scored two runs in the bottom of the fourth "We played great defense, especially in the
3-0; and Thomas College, 3-1. The team inning, including the game-winning run on second game, and hit the ball well. We
lost their final game in Florida against Dougherty's solo homer, to break a 1-1 tie. know how capable we are to play well and
Tri-captain Paige Blumer '05 had two win games and I feel really confident about
Albright, 5-1.
"We played really well in Florida," said hits and scored two runs to help give the our upcoming games against NESCAC
tri-captain Lindsey Freeman '06. "We Bantams their win. Tri-captain Victoria opponents."
were hitting the ball hard, and I feel good
about our overall performance down
there."
When the team returned to Connecticut
1
they faced St. Joseph's in their home opener, and defeated them 14-0 in five innings.
They then, however, lost four straight
games on road to Smith, two to Eastern,
and to Clark. "We had a tough week of
away games," stated Freeman. "We really
weren't playing up to our potential and we
were making mistakes that definitely cost
us some of those games."
The Bantams brought themselves back
together, however, for their doubleheader
against Bowdoin this Saturday - their first
games against NESCAC competition.
Trinity came up short in the first game and
lost, 2-1. Sarah Dougherty '07 pitched the
Chuck Pratt
first game and only gave up four hits and
two runs, both of the runs coming off of Tri-captain Victoria Moshier '06 gave up only five hits in the win over Bowdoin.
CAT MAHER

SPORTS WRITER
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Upcoming Events
Tues Apr. 12
Baseball @ Western Connecticut

^ ^

2

Softball vs. Teikyo Post (4:00)
Men's Lacrosse @ Wesleyan
Men's Tennis @ Amherst
Thurs Apr. 14
Softball vs. Coast Guard ( 4 : 0 0 )
Women's Lacrosse vs. Wheaton (6:00)
Men's Tennis vs. Williams ( 3 : 0 0 )
Fri Apr. 15

Baseball vs. Colby (3:00)
Sat Apr. 16

Baseball vs. Colby (DH) (12:00)

o
^ ^

Softball @ Colby (DH)
Men's Lacrosse vs Williams ( 1 : 0 0 )
Women's Lacrosse vs. Williams (1 2:00)
Men's and Women's Track @ Wesleyan
(Cardinal Invitational)
Golf @ Williams Opener

Women's Tennis vs. MIT (12:00)
Women's Crew @ Bates (w/UNH)
Men's Crew @ Coast Guard (w/WPI,
Bates, UNH)
Sun Apr. 17
Men's Tennis @ Wheaton

Colby 10-3
continued from page 21

excellent play, each recording three goals
and leading the Bantams to an impressive
10-3 win.
The scoring was quick and decisive as
Trinity led 5-1 after a quarter and never
looked back, winning the game in a landslide, 10-3. The victory over the White
Mules was the first league win of the year
and will possibly give the team the push
they need in the right direction to start
rolling off a series of wins.
With their record now standing at 3-4,
there needs to be improvement, but the
pieces are there. "Inbrandtsen looks like
the best goalie in our conference," said
Silcott. He also feels that "Tedeschi will be
a great one down the roati," and he has
already proven to be a main scorer for
Trinity.
With this tough sequence of NESCAC
games more than half over, the Bantams
will next travel to Middletown, Conn, to
face rival Wesleyan on Tuesday, and while
they have had their share of bad breaks, the
team is still looking for the light at the end
of the tunnel. Said Coach Silcott of the
conference, "One of the fun things about
playing in the NESCAC is anybody can
beat anybody."
The Lacrosse team will travel to
Wesleyan on Tuesday with a chance to
even up their overall record. The Bantams
will then return home to play Williams on
Saturday.

California Trip A Bij
Success for Crew Teams
Men Win it All While Women Win the Petite Final
continued from page 24

cess at last week's meet reinforced their
competiiive reputation, and the Bantams
continued to dominate in then" latest races
this past weekend.
The men's program's success is also a
continuation of a strong history; last year
the Bantams finished an undefeated season
with 11 wins and finished fourth in the
New England championships. Their varsity
eight team has since lost only two members, and has ample reserves of young talent. Last year's novices won both the New
England Championships and the ECAC
National Invitational Regatta. The team's
outlook claims to have the best freshman
class in recent history".
Head Coach Lawrence Gluckman is in
his second year as the men's team head
coach; he has enjoyed previous success in
positions at Columbia University,
Princeton University, and Dartmouth
College. Gluckman is assisted by Wesley
Ng, a member of Yale's 2002 graduating
class; this is his first year with Trinity's
program.
The women's rowing team is led by
interim head coach Marina Traub, a former
men's novice coach at Loyola College in
Maryland who recently left a three-year
position at the University of Wisconsin.
On Saturday, April 9, teams from Holy
Cross, ML Holyoke, Smith, Williams and
Umass met on Lake Quinsigamond in
Worcester and both the men's and women's
Varsity Eight teams walked away victorious. The men's team beat out Holy: Cross
by nearly"five seconds, finishing with a

time of 5:49.9, and the women narrowly
defeated the highly-ranked team from
Smith College widfifie' time 6:45.4.
The men's Second Varsity Eight and
Novice Eight teams also won their respective heats, with times of 6:11.3 and 6:06.00
respectively. Trinity's Varsity Four came in
third, losing to Holy Cross and Umass.
women's Second Varsity Eight finished in
third with a time of 7:12.73 over teamsfrom Holy Cross and Mt. Holyoke, while
their Varsity Four lost their race with a time
of 8:1055.
With such a strong group of novices,
women's rowing at Trinity can count on
considerable success in the years to come both their First and Second Novice Eight
' teams finished first in their races. The
Novice Eight team won with a time of
7:03.8 and the second team won with:
7:42.9.
These teams are led by freshmen
women's coach Julie Madsen, who is
enjoying her second successful season at
Trinity. Last year's novice team was undefeated in its regular season and also earned
a medal in the 2004 New England
Championships. Madsen enjoyed success
in her own four years of rowing at the
University of California at Davis; her team
won a national championship in 2002.
Trinity's rowing teams will be returning to Worcester on Saturday, April 16. The
women will be rowing against Bates
College and the University of New
Hampshire and the men will compete with
Bates, UNH and Worcester Polytechnic
Institute.
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Slump, what Slump? Tiger Proves He's the Best
that he won six other tournaments that year his own curve and by again retooling his
to go along with the seven PGA Tour swing and his clubs; Tiger is again back on
Often times as sports fans, we want our events and one major in 1999 and 10 wins the top of his game.
heroes to be forever invincible, always sur- internationally over the two years. Tiger
The mark of a true champion is that he
rounded with a cloth of untouchable great- was a winning machine, he had once again keeps winning over and over and over
ness that nobody else can even aspire to. found the ability to will the ball into the again. In other sports it's a lot easier to fix
Sometimes the people we watch on TV live hole and terrorize his competitors into an over-stressed team than in golf. The
up to our glorified expectations, and other oblivion, but that all goes without saying.
Yankees can get new players every year
All the time we hear about guys who and still win the AJL. East because they
times they don't. Athletes like Kobe or
Bonds are great for a while and then fall off hold onto a good thing too long. Hank have a distinct advantage over everyone
when things don't go their way. They were Aaron's last couple of years in Milwaukee, else. Tiger cannot just get a new swing by
the best for a while, but once things started Broadway Joe's last years as a St. Louis inking a contract, he has to take his body
to fall apart with the Triangle offense or Ram or Jerry Rice in Oakland and Seattle and shape it into something that it isn't and
with alleged steroid use, they fall off the now. Tiger on the other hand is ahead of that takes time. So all the time mat he said
pedestal with a thud. But then there is
Tiger Woods. Tiger has come through the
adversity time and time again to show us
that he is the best, period.
When he won the 1997 Masters, there
is no denying that Tiger was unstoppable.
He buried the rest of the field with his
amazing distance, control and mental
toughness. He recorded a 40 for his first
nine holes on Thursday, and he moved on
like he had shot a 35. He then proceeded to
lap the field over the final 63 holes to get
his first green jacket. He won that tournament by having the raw power-to hit the
ball forty yards further than everyone else.
What he did next however was
unthinkable. He made changes in his
swing and worked relentlessly with Butch
Harmon to retool his game and his mind.
The two ahd a half years between the 1997
Masters and the 1999 PGA was also Tiger's
chance to grow up as a pro. He' won a
handful of Tour events and made himself
even better than he was before.
The results of his work shone through
in the 2000 season. Everyone knows about
www.espn.com
the Tiger Slam, but what people forget is Tiger is at the top of his game again after revamping his swing.
JON SIMONIAN
•
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We Accept
Hawk Cash

CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $8.99
Tg" targe $10.99,
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on med. $1,30 on large
Bacon
Garlic
.
Mushrooms
Ricotta

Anchovies Broccoli
Eggplanl
Hamburger Cherry peppers Oiivees
Onions
Pepperoni
Peppers.
Sausage
Spinach
. Tomatoes

SHEET PANfIZZAS 16.99
Additional toppings S2.0'6 each (4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEU)

S4.75 . . . . $9.50
4.75
9.50

GENOA
HAM.
TURKEY. .,

HARTFORD

4.75 9.50
4.75.
9.50
FREE
4.75 9.50

PEPPERONI.

4.75 9.50

ROAST BEEF.
TUNA

4.75 9.50
4.75 9.50

COMBO (2 kinds of above}.
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
CHICKEN CUTLET
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA.. ..."
VEAL PARMfGIANA
.
.
VEAL CUTLET
STEAK/CHESSE' " '
MEATBALLS
SAUSAGE . . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' ! ! ! ! ' . ' . ' . ' . • ' . ' .
Fish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.L.T.
VEGGIE/CHEESE
ITALIAN . . . . . . . . . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . " . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .

4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75. . . . . .9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75 . . . . . . 9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.99
9.98

SALADS
CHICKEN SALAD.
_
$6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD
S5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANTIPASTO
$5,99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce, Tomatoes
TUNA SALAD
- - $5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD
•
-$5.99
Fata cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers.
CAESAR SALAD
'-$5.75
With Chicken Breast
.„.
$7.75
TOSSED SALAD.
Large $4.99. . Small $2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand Island, Italian,
Creamy Italian, Greek, Caesar, Uts Italian
Extra Dressing
40
DESSERT
.Carrot Cake $2.99
Cheese Cake $2.25.
...'.:•
: . $3.25
Chocolate Cake . . . .

SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, Hot.BBQ)
! . . .(10)
5.99
MOZZARELLA STICKS.
(8)
5.50
CHICKEN FINGERS
5.50
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE.
(16"). , ,3:25
FRIES..
: ' 2.25
FRIES/CHEESE
*
2.99
ONION RINGS . . . .
2.25
CINNAMON ST1CS
'.'
".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.','.'.
3.99
BREAD STICKS
2.99
CHIPS
50

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

GRINDERS
COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAfitl

"I'm close to being right," he wasn't lying
or trying to be funny even though by the
third year it became a default punch-line
for Monday swing coaches. The type of
person that Tiger is forces him to always be
looking for a better game and if it takes him
two years to get it right, the payoff will be
far greater than any missed opportunities
during the rebuilding process.
Which brings us to Tiger's present state
and all chip-in miracles aside, what was
really impressive about the victory was
once again his mental toughness. He and
DiMarco were twenty miles from the nearest competitor and in what was essentially
a match play finish, Tiger proved to be the
better gamer. Not to take anything away
from DiMarco - because if he made that
chip on 18 a la Watson or Pate we wouldn't
be having this discussion - but for some
reason, be it talent, luck or will, the Gods of
golf smile down on Tiger.
If you need any more proof that Tiger
was hitting on all cylinders, Tiger's chip in
from behind the 16th green is evidence
enough. Not only were the greens as quick
as concrete, but that pin position is
designed to punish any shot that ends up
behind the hole. Regardless of the conditions, one of Tiger's trademarks during his
1999-2001 run was the luck that goes along
with superb play. The chip in that will live
on in Nike commercials for years is another proof that Tiger is back to the Tiger that
we have expected to see for three years.
Now that he's gotten the swing down
again, the real question now is not if Tiger
is in or out of a slump, but how long will
this run go before he finds an even better
way to play the game and beat his opponents?

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE

DELIVERY 7 4 ©tf P^ fa 74e <Be*t

With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

236-2616

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mo - Thr. - 11am.- 2am
Fit - Sat. - 11am - 3am
Sunday - 12noon - 2 a m .

Fried Chicken &. Seafood

Fried Shrimp
Fish & Chips..
4 Pieces Fried Chicken

7.95
,.. 7.95
7.95

Served wlih coleslaw & French Fries

TRINITY SPECIAL

HOUSE SPECIAL
MED $11.99 LARGE $15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions.peppers.
C H I C K E N PESTO
MED $12.99 LARGE §15.99
Fresh mozzafeila, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce.
WHITE P I E .
MED S10.99 . LARGE $12.99
Fresh Mozzareila, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE C L A M . . . . MED. $10.99. . LARGE $12.99
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and ollvs oil.
R A N C H C H I C K E N . . . . MED $12.99 LARGE S15.99
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN
MED $11.99 . . . LARGE S14.99
Pineapple and ham.

PASTA AND DINNERS

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA

SPAGHETTI OR ZiTi WITH SAUCE
SPAGHETTI OR ZiTi WITH MEATBALLS
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE .
EGGPLANT PARMiGIANA WITH PASTA
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
BAKED ZITI
STUFFED SHELLS
;
MEAT RAVIOLLI
CHEESE RAVIOLI

$6.50
. . . 7.99
. . . 7.99
. . .7.99
9.95
7.99
....7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99

includes salad and roll

Calzones
BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
.Snapple, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice & Orange Juice

$5.99

Jifette from fresh dough andfifedvfthreozzareiiachesse and atouciioi ricotta.

Each additional item .75
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Baseball Takes Three From NESCAC Opponents
PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER

In the past week, the baseball team has
continued its winning ways, highlighted by
a trouncing of WPI for a home crowd.
Despite a tough loss in the opener of this
weekend's games, the Bantams bounced
back in a powerful way, tallying 32 runs in
the next three games and showing the
NESCAC what they really can do.
Monday's home game against 2-13
WPI seemed a mismatch on paper, and the
outcome certainly reflected that. The
Bantams trotted out senior Joe Westcott to
start the game, and he earned the win with
a solid showing, giving up only three hits
in three innings of work.
A parade of relievers followed, including senior Mark Tremblay, who threw two
perfect innings, and WPI could not manufacture a run in any fashion. Trinity's
offense flew out of the gates by posting two
and four runs in the first and second
innings, respectively. Senior co-captain
Jeff Natale was a homer away from hitting
for the cycle, and set the table for sophomore Ben Silvanic's three RBI.
The Bantams could not bask in their
glory for long, as they had a four-game
weekend approaching. Traveling to a firedup Bates squad, Trinity was overwhelmed
hi Friday's game, losing 10-8. The final

The "nightcap" of the doubleheader was all
Trinity. Credit for the 14-1 win could go to
both junior pitcher Greg Talpey, who went
the distance by pitching eight innings and
recording eight strikeouts, or to the Bantam
offense, which exploded for 14 runs on 18
hits. Natale, the day's offensive star,
mashed a couple of homers and scored four
times.
The weekend closed with a game at
Bowdoin; but a different opponent meant
more of the same for Trinity's rolling club.
Offense was not a problem, as the team put
up six runs in the first two innings, but
Bowdoin made it a game by closing the
score to 8-7 in the seventh. Sophomore Tim
Kiely recorded a well-earned save by closing the game with 2.2 scoreless innings of
www.trincoll.edu
relief, with the. final score 11-7 after Trinity
The potent Bantam offense scored 32 runs in three games this weekend.
managed a few insurance runs in the eight.
score is deceiving, as Bates was hi control co-captain Andrew Fries '05 that each Westcott earned the win after pitching 6.1
for most of the game. Tremblay, the starter drove in a pair of runs, Trinity was unable innings, and junior Erik Paisley had four
RBI.
for the Bantams, started off strong with two to overcome the deficit.
scoreless innings, but then came untracked
The loss seemed only to wake a sleepTrinity brings its 17-2 overall record
in the third by surrendering seven runs.
ing dragon for Trinity, who returned with a and 4-1 standing in the NESCAC back
By the time the smoke cleared, Trinity vengeance for a doubleheader against home this weekend for three games against
was down 8-0 entering the sixth inning. Bates the next day. Bates managed to get conference opponent Colby. One game will
Still, the team would not go down quietly, on the board first by scoring a couple of be played Friday, and the other two will be
chipping away by scoring a run in the sixth runs, but Trinity's offense picked up from played as a Saturday afternoon doubleand the two more in the seventh. Still down there. A five-run fifth inning was all soph- header. The Bantams will also travel to
10-3, the wheels came off Bates' pitching, omore starter Jon Rappaport needed to Western Connecticut for a game next
but despite hits by senior Rob O'Leary and close the book on Bates in the 7-2 victory. Tuesday.

Crew Wins San Diego Classic Tennis Continues
Spectacular Season

entries and securing their slot wrought one as well; the Bantams
for next year. The women's defeated UC Santa Barbara by
Men's rowing blew away the Collegiate Eight rose twelve posi- less than half a second.
competition in the recently held tions in this year's rankings, com- Competition was stiff and the
San Diego Crew Classic, winning ing in eighth out of fifty entries.
team finished in seventh place
the grand final of the California
The women's team also overall.
Cup with a time of 5:58.00. The enjoyed success in the San Diego
The 2004 NESCAC champi2,000-meter race was held on competition; their first varsity ons, the Trinity's women rowing
Mission Bay and eight schools eight crew won the petite final of team has maintained a successful
collectively from Minnesota, the California Cup with a time of program. In March, its varsity
Colorado and California partici- 7:11.70. The team got off to eight crew was ranked third in the
pated.
somewhat of a rocky start on Collegiate Rowing Coaches
Eighteen crews rowed in the Saturday, rowing in fifth place Association/US Rowing Division
preliminary heats, and Trinity 500m into the race, but they UJ national poll. The team's sucplaced first with a time of pulled together to finish third.
6:12.30. The team continued its Sunday's victory was a hardsee CALIFORNIA on page 22
hot streak with a victory hi the
Men's Open eight Race Grand
Final, defeating their opponents
with a 6:09.67 finish. The
Bantam's success is further
accentuated by the fact that the
Open eight and California Cup
races were held only one hour
apart, yet Trinity rowed their
fastest 2000m of the weekend in
under six minutes in the
California Cup.
Trinity's strong performance
comes as no surprise in the wake
of a historic fall season in which
-.—*•
the men's Collegiate Eight team
won the Head of the Charles by a
commanding 14 seconds. The
men's club eight also enjoyed
www.trincoll.edu
success at the Charles, finishing
Trinity's
varsity
eight
lost
only
two
members
from
last
years team.
11th out of 50
SHANNON LINDGREN
SPORTSWRITER

Read about the significance of Tiger
Woods' victory at
Augusta on page 23

12th in Division HI.
The win over Wheaton and
Under the direction of Head the 6-1 victory over the Tufts
Coach Paul Assaiante, this year's Jumbos earlier last week were
Men's Tennis team has so far nice rebound wins for the team
been up to par with the expecta- after losing their first match of the
tions they had coming out of the campaign to a lower ranked
Bowdoin Polar Bears the Sunday
fall season.
Once Mother Nature started before.
to cooperate with the Tennis seaIn the loss to Bowdoin, only
son, the Bantams have fared Hart was able to win his match as
extremely well in the early part of the top three Bantams fell to the
the spring season.
Polar Bears.
The team's latest victory, a 7The win for Bowdoin was
0 drubbing of the Wheaton largely due to the play of thenCollege Lyons, is just the latest in senior co-captain McAfee Burke,
a set of great matches the who won both his singles and
Bantams have played. Trinity doubles match to account for half
dominated every facet of the of the winning score.
Wheaton match, winning every
The match was shortened due
set that was played in the singles to rain and had the other two sinand doubles competitions.
gles matches been played, perCo-captain Jonathan Hart '06 haps the outcome would have
won his match in the fourth posi- been different.
tion while losing only one game
In thek first match of the
in the process and fellow co-cap- Spring, the Bantams took care of
tain Jimmie Ames '06 was also Colby 5-0 the day before.
dominant out of the number-three
Sophomore Brian Marsden
spot.
won his match in the number one
With the win, the Bantams spot and Brett Ramsay '08 won
move to 9-1 and are ranked third his match then teamed with Ames
in the Northeast behind NESCAC to win the decisive fifth point in
foes Williams and Middlebury.
see A TOUGH on page 21
Overall, the Bantams are ranked

JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR

INSIDE SPORTS
Get this week's schedule
of games on page iz

Read about the Men's
Lacrosse 'Ieam on page 21

Read about how the
Softball Team did on
their trip to Florida
on page 22

